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ABSTRACT 
This summary  and bibliography is a selection of the m o r e  
accepted l i t e ra ture  f rom the s izable  quantity which cove r s  the range  
of hypotheses as  to rotation of the planet Mercury,  t empera ture ,  
a tmosphere,  surface,  and t e r r a in .  Various hypotheses and the few 
generally accepted f ac t s  a r e  discussed.  
bibliography and author index. 
Included i s  a selected 
~~ 
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FOREWORD 
This l i t e ra ture  survey and bibliography was made a t  the reques t  
of Mr. Otha H. Vaughan, J r . ,  Aerospace Environment Division, 
A e r o -A s t r od y na m i c s Lab o r a t  o r y , Ma r s hal l  Spac e Fl ight  C e nt e r , 
Huntsville, Alabama. Emphasis  was placed on l i t e ra ture  which 
postulates the Mercury  atmosphere,  surface, and te r ra in .  
The p r i m a r y  sources  searched  a r e  as follows: 
Redstone Scientific Information Center  Document Card  F i le .  
Defense Documentation Center  Abs t rac t  Bulletins and 
Bibliographic S e r vic e. 
National Aeronautics and Space Adminis t ra t ion Tape Sea rch  
Which References  International Aerospace Abs t rac ts  and 
Scientific Technical Aerospace Reports .  
Astronomical  and Scientific Publications.  
Communications with Jet Fropulsion Laboratory on Mar iner  
IV. 
Geophysical Abstracts .  
Government Wide Index. 
La te  Astronomical  Publications. 
Meter  ologic a1 and Geoa s t r  ophy s ica l  Abs t rac ts  . 
iii 
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Section 1. INTRODUCTION 
Exploration of the planet Mercury has  not been ser iously con- 
s idered  in  the U. s. space program, which at p re sen t  includes manned 
and unmanned exploration of near  Earth space,  the Moon 
t r i p s  to Mars  and Venus. However, i n t e re s t  in  Mercury  may inc rease  
as  m o r e  is  learned about this planet, the Moon, Mars ,  and Venus. 
and unmanned 
The energy o r  velocity requi rements  a r e  of the same  o rde r  as  
that requi red  for  a flight to  the moon or the near  planets. 
a possibil i ty of a tenuous a tmosphere  surrounding the planet which 
could dece lera te  a landing craf t .  
that  the planet holds f rozen  light e lements  such a s  carbon, carbon 
dioxide, oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen around the poles. 
There  is 
Another interest ing possibility is 
The successes  of Ranger ,  Mariner ,  Surveyor,  and Orbi ter  
spacecraf t  have added fact  and confidence which may insp i re  those 
wishing to explore a l l  the planets and may r e su l t  i n  a n  ea r ly  effort 
t o  send a fly-by o r  landing c ra f t  t o  Mercury. 
Before reconnaissance and exploration of Mercury,  a l l  existing 
Much useful information may be 
information on the planet mus t  be evaluated to  plan the most  profitable 
data gathering spacecraf t  missions.  
gained f r o m  ground based observations and f rom balloon and Ear th  
sa te l l i t  e obs e rva t  o r i e  s . 
Those in te res ted  in designing wheeled land vehicles capable of 
moving over  mos t  of a planet 's  sur face  will be in te res ted  in re l iable  
information on the conditions of the sur face  and range of tempera ture  
along the surface.  The engineer i s  interested in so i l  charac te r i s t ics ,  
s i z e  and dis t r ibut ion of obstacles ,  and the maximum slopes which the 
vehicle is to p a s s  over. 
The s e v e r a l  volumes related to the so l a r  sys t em (edited by 
Kuiper and Middlehurst  and wri t ten by 59 
rev iew of the observations,  studies,  theories ,  and data produced by 
the so l a r  sys t em obse rve r s  during the past  s e v e r a l  decades.  Each 
chapter  is wri t ten by a n  act ive as t ronomer  who often had a c c e s s  to 
unpublished data and ma te r i a l  and w a s  capable of evaluating it. In 
the  volume ' ( P l a n e t s  and Satell i tes,  ' I2  Mercury is  compared with 
o ther  planets  and satell i tes.  
follows: 
is a very  complete  
Some of the subjects discussed a r e  as  
1 )  Albedo. 





Core .  
Phase  var ia t ions.  
Rotation per iod .  
Atmosphere.  
Sur face .  
Mercury is covered in  m o r e  detail  by Sandner in  his book 
"The Planet Mercury. I '  He covers  history,  observations,  motion, 
the question of an  atmosphere,  t empera ture ,  and the surface.  P r e s e n t  
knowledge of the rotations of the planet may fo rce  many of thesc  
wr i t e r s  and o thers  to  reevaluate  Mercury  data received p r io r  to 1965. 
However, a study of these reviews may quickly bring a r e a d e r  up-to- 
date and p repa re  him fo r  speculation upon what the manned o r  unmanned 
spacecraf t  w i l l  find when it intercepts  the planet. 
Mercury  is the sma l l e s t  of the major  planets and has  a d i ame te r  
of only about 3, 000 mi les  (4840 km)--1.  4 t i m e s  that of the Moon - -  and 
is planet number one with r e spec t  to  the Sun, i. e . ,  the innermost  
planet of the so l a r  system. 
36 million miles ,  . 387 A. V. ,  Ea r th ' s  distance.  Normally i t  appea r s  
a s  a s m a l l  round dot nea r  the Sun a f t e r  sunset  o r  before sunr i se .  At 
t imes i t  may be seen  c ross ing  the Sun. The eccentr ic i ty  of its orbit ,  
. 2 0 4 ,  i s  g rea t e r  than any other major  planet. Its perihelion ar,d 
aphelion dis tances  f rom the Sun a r e  respect ively 28 ,  500, 000 and 
43, 350, 000 mi les ,  approximately in  the r a t i o  of 2 to  3 .  
t r ic i ty  and Moon-likc phases  v a r i e s  the br i l l iancy of the planet a s  
seen by the ea r th  observer .  
It i s  a t  a mean dis tance f rom the Sun of 
This eccen-  
5 
Previous to  1965, i t  was believed by pract ical ly  all a s t r o n o m e r s  
that Mercury keeps one side toward the Sun, that  the rotat ional  period 
of the planet i s  the s a m e  a s  the orb i ta l  period, 
i. e. , it tu rns  once on i t s  ax is  in the s a m e  t ime that  i t  t akes  t o  complete  
one orbi t  around the Sun. 
do not accept  the captured rotat ion theory. 
Ear th  days in  length. The predicted sur face  environment has  been 
based on this assumption. 
i n  planetary sur face  t empera tu res  a r e  probably on the light and d a r k  
sides of Mercury.  
I 'Captured rotat ion,"  
However, the major i ty  of a s t r o n o m e r s  now 
The orb i ta l  period i s  88 
It has  been s ta ted  that  the g rea t e s t  e x t r e m e s  
Mercury is the 
of its nea rness  to the 
only 28 degrees  f rom 
most  difficult ma jo r  planet to  observe  because 
Sun. 
the Sun. 
At i t s  m o s t  favorable  elongation it r ecedes  
6 I t s  g r e a t e s t  d i s tance  f r o m  the Earth,  
2 
136 mill ion mi les ,  is reached when the planet is in  its remote  super ior  
conjunction. I ts  c loses t  approach t o  the Earth,  a t  the mos t  favorable 
in fe r io r  conjunction, is about 50 million miles.  Observations which 
r equ i r e  that the planet be well above the horizon mus t  be made by day 
against  a bright sky. In spite of the difficulty in  viewing the planet, i t  
has  been studied by a s t ronomers  fo r  500 y e a r s  o r  more: 
bes t  observation conditions, sur face  markings may be seen  on Mercury  
which r e semble  those on the Moon as observed with the naked eye. 
Under the 
The apparent  angular d iameter  of Mercury  is  approximately 13  
seconds a t  i t s  c loses t  approach to  the E a r t h  and 4. 5 seconds at  i t s  
g rea t e s t  distance. The d iameter  is l e s s  than one-half that  of the 
Ea r th  and the m a s s  is approximately one-eighteenth that  of the Earth.  
Its density, according to  K i e s s ,  is  about four t imes  that  of water  and 
. 76 t i m e s  that of the Earth. '  According to Kuiper, i t s  density is 
about s ix  t imes  that of water  and higher than any other  planet.' 
b 
A p r e c i s e  value of the d iameter  (and ell ipticity) is requi red  to  
compute the mean density, sur face  gravity, and a tmospher ic  escape  
velocity of a planet. 8 
New values f o r  the m a s s e s  of the inner  plancts,  differing only 
slightly f rom the bes t  f igures  previously available,  were  calculated by 
Lincoln Laboratory scient is ts .  This effort resu l ted  in  the following 
r ec ip roca l  m a s s e s  ( tha t  i s ,  Sun's m a s s  divided by the planet 's  mass ) :  
Mercury,  6,021, 000; Venus, 408,250; Ea r th  and Moon, 328,900; and 
Mars ,  3,111,200. 
mined a t  1/81. 303 that of the Earth? 
The m a s s  of the Moon was ve ry  prec ise ly  d e t e r -  
3 
Section 11. ROTATION 
P r i o r  to  June 1965, Mercury was thought to be i n  synchronous 
rotation, i. e . ,  always keeps the same side toward the Sun, t o  be 
constrained by powerful sunraised t ides,  to  rotate  and revolve in  the 
same period (keeping the same face toward the Sun) and that because 
of the l a rge  eccentricity,  the l ibration in longitude caused only 30 
percent  of the planetary surface to be in permanent darkness!' 
Shiaparell i  f i r s t  concluded that the period of rotation was equal to  
the orbi ta l  period of 88 days and that Mercury ( l ike  the Moon) h a s  
synchronous rotation with respec t  t o  its parent  body. 
measurements  were  thought to  confirm the synchronous rotation, 
since some obse rve r s  reported measuring no radiation f rom the da rk  
side.6 
Some s t i l l  s eem to believe it cor rec t .  
sulted in  new opinions. 
Radiometr ic  
Most obse rve r s  of Mercury agreed  with these conclusions. 
Radar  observations have r e -  
The new determinat ion of Mercury ' s  rotation by Pettengill  a t  
Arecibo Ionospheric Observatory,  Arecibo, Puer to  Rico, is a t  var iance  
with four  generations of optical work and i s  not confirmed by J e t  
Propulsion Laboratory workers." 
Mercury in  Apri l  1965, r a d a r  observations were obtained by the Arecibo 
Ionospheric Observatory (operated by Cornel1 University). 
sensit ivity was sufficient t o  obtain significant echoes not only f rom the 
nea res t  par t  of the planetary disk but a l s o  f r o m  m o r e  dis tant  regions,  
removed by up to 0. 06 of the planet 's  radius.  The data were used to  
compute a most  likely value of in t r ins ic  planetary rotat ion with a 
procedure developed by Dr .  Irwin Shapiro of the Lincoln Laboratory,  
Massachuset ts  Institute of Technology. 
the rotational period of Mercury  which d i f fe rs  f r o m  the orb i ta l  period 
was unexpected. 
During the infer ior  conjunction of 
The 
The findings of a value for  
11 
The r a d a r  observat ions indicated a rotat ional  period of 59* 5 
12 days, and may imply that Mercury  has  not much permanent  rigidity. 
The ax is  of rotation i s  thought t o  be near ly  perpendicular 
of the orbit .  
a probable value.13 The f ac t  that this  rotat ional  period is different  
f rom the orb i ta l  period indicates that  Mercury  has  not been i n  its 
present  orbit  through geological t ime o r  that  the t ida l  fo rces  acting 
to  slow the rotation have not been t rea ted  cor rec t ly .  
synchronous rotat ion may be the consequence of t idal  f r ic t ion  as 
shown by Pea le  and Gold!3 
the mean orb i ta l  angular velocity and orb i ta l  angular  velocity at 
perihelion! 
to the plane 
McGovern gives a rotat ional  period of 58. 4 * 0. 4 days a s  
The non- 
The f inal  rotat ional  r a t e  will be between 
4 
Section Ill. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA COLLECTION 
Galileo made the f i r s t  telescopic observations of Mercury  in 
1609 with a resolving power of 10 seconds of arc. 
had reached a resolving power of one second of a rc .  
of the Nineteenth Century were  collected by Kaiser  (1872), Ambronn(  1891), 
and See (1901). 
on the whole lunar  image by the E a r l  of Rosse  (1869) with a three-foot 
ref lector .  
In 1680,telescopes 
Measurements  
- The first  successful  radiation measurements  were  made 
A c r i t i ca l  survey  of visual  observations made during the pas t  
s e v e r a l  decades,  additional planetary photography, and a review of 
planetary spectroscopy is offered by Kuiper i n  "Planets  and Satell i tes.  
Studies on the polarization of the Moon and planets were  begun in  1922.2 
Since 1948 Dollfus has  added new information by the use  of special  
equipment attached t o  a 24-inck r e f r ac to r  of P i c  du  Midi Observatory.  
The bolometer was developed in  1889 and used to study lunar radiation 
f r o m  1885 through 1890.' 
as t ronomy was introduced by the detection of t he rma l  radiat ion f r o m  
Venus, Mars ,  and Jupi ter  by Mayer,  McCullough, and Sloanaker a t  
the U. S. Naval Resea rch  Laboratory.  l 4  
In 1956, a new phase of planetary radio 
The su r faces  and a tmospheres  of the t e r r e s t r i a l  planets can  be 
in fe r r ed  in  pa r t  f r o m  the i r  s i ze s  and reflective cha rac t e r i s t i c s  - the 
ref lect ion of infrared,  visible, and radio waves.8 Light s t r iking a n  ob- 
j ec t  may  be ref lected,  refracted,  diffracted, sca t te red ,  o r  a b ~ o r b e d ! ~  
Polar iza t ion  is due to the optical p roper t ies  of a planetary sur face  a d  
a tmosphere .  
whole o r  f o r  var ious  p a r t s  of its disk. In this manner  and with the aid 
of labora tory  and field studies of t e r r e s t r i a l  phenomena, much detailed 
information may be obtained. 
i nc reased  by a n  extension of the observations over a wide range of 
wavelength bands .'5 
A polar izat ion curve  may be obtained fo r  a planet a s  a 
The power of the method is great ly  
Photometr ic  p a r a m e t e r s  involve the visual  phase curve  and albedo, 
the s p e c t r a l  reflectivity curve  and integral  ( o r  rad iometr ic )  albedo, 
measur ing  the fract ion of the solar-energy f lux  ref lected back to space. 
Measurements  of the differential  polarization effects  a s  a function of 
phase angle  and wavelength of light were made by Dollfus over  the s u r -  
face of Mercury.lS He used two f i l t e r s ,  one in  green  and one in  red,  
and looked for  differences between the center  and l imbs of the planet. 
The re  is  a l a rge  polarization effect which is produced by the scat ter ing 
p rope r t i e s  of the sur face  of Mercury. 
that  of the Moon, and found to  be quite s imi la r ,  with the exception that 
the polar izat ion does not depend on the inclination of the sur face  to the 
8 
This effect was compared to 
5 
sunlight. 
ve ry  s imi la r  to that of the Moon, i t ' fs ,  therefore ,  suggested that 
any effect deviating f rom that may be explained by a n  atmosphere.  
There is a differential  polarization between the center  and the l imb 
of the planet, and the effect  is  grea te r  fo r  green  than for  red.  
is a n  indication that t h e r e  is a different'ial polarization effect over 
the surface of Mercury  which var ies  with the phase angle and with 
the wavelength in such a way as  would be expected f rom Rayleigh 
scat ter ing in  a n  atmosphere.  
Since in every other way the polarization for  Mercury  is  
15 
There  
Before the landing of Surveyor I on the Moon, a l l  data which could 
be used to predict  the surface proper t ies  of the planetary bodies were  
received on Earth or f rom c ra f t  c i rc l ing the Ear th  o r  Sun.16 
reflective and radiating propert ies  of planets have been used to  pred ic t  
their  sur face  and atmospheric  propert ies .  The best  p re sen t  infor - 
mation on the planet Mercury is a lmost  ent i re ly  f r o m  ground-based 
observatories.  
The 
Smith and Br ison  review remote  lunar  measurements  which 
correspond to those made on the  planet^!^ 
albedo, color ,  backscatter, and polarization have been used to gain 
information on a tmospheres  and sur face  layers .  Infrared has  been 
used to es t imate  sur face  ma te r i a l  t empera tu res  and the rma l  propert ies .  
In addition to these,  r a d a r  and rad io  measurements  have been used 
to indicate var ious proper t ies  of the t e r r a i n  and subsurface.  
In the visual  range, 
Until recently the evidence for  a Mercur ian  a tmosphere  has  been 
weak and r a the r  inconclusive. Field (1962, 1964) pointed out that 
the radio measurements  a t  three-cent imeter  wavelength by Howard, 
Bar re t t ,  and Haddock (1962) indicated that perhaps the da rk  s ide i s  
much hotter than had been supposed, and suggested that even the 
tenuous atmosphere suggested by Dollfus could t r anspor t  heat f r o m  
the bright side in sufficient amounts. 
Kellermann (1964) a t  11-centimenter wavelength a l s o  suggest  that the 
da rk  s ide is hot, perhaps as high a s  300" K. F ie ld  pointed out that  
radiogenic argon18 might be available in the requi red  amounts ,  and 
would be retained if  the exospheric  t empera tu re  were  below 1400" K. 
The excellent observing conditions at  P i c  du Midi Observatory have 
enabled Dollfus to make delicate dayt ime s tudies  of the polar izat ion 
of light f rom different pa r t s  of Mercury ' s  disk!' 
F u r t h e r  rad io  measu remen t s  by 
Dollfus (1962) pointed out that the s imi la r i ty  of the photometric 
propert ies  of Mercury  to those of the Moon could be in te rpre ted  in  
t e rms  of c ra t e r ing  by me teo r s  and subsequent covering of the sur face  
by ejected dust. The a tmosphere  t h e r e f o r e  cannot be too dense,  o r  
6 
the dust would be blown back into the c r a t e r s  to fo rm a sur face  quite 
different f rom that of the Moon. 
meteor i t ic  e ros ion  to be important,  adducing a s  evidence the inf ra red  
observations by Pet t i t  (1961) which point t o  a rougher  sur face  in  the 
forward  direct ion of planetary motion. 
Hodge (1962)29 a l s o  considered 
In r ecen t  yea r s ,  the sensit ivity of r ada r  te lescopes has  permit ted 
observat ions of Mercury and Venus in  a l l  p a r t s  of the i r  orbits.  
Irwin I. Shapiro of Lincoln Laboratory recent ly  repor ted  the f i r s t  
fruits of a major  program to study the orbi ta l  motions of the four 
inner  planets by r a d a r  techniques.' 
Dr .  
The albedo gives some hint of the surface type and conditions. 
The geometr ic  albedo is the ra t io  of the ave rage  luminance of the 
planet a t  full  phase ( i =  0)  to that of a perfectly diffusing sur face  
( L a m b e r t  sur face)  a t  the s a m e  distance f rom the Sun and normal  t o  
the incident radiation.8 
Spectrographic studies of planetary a tmosphe res  brought the 
chemis t ry  of the planets within reach. 
dynamically, f rom planetary and satell i te motions, may be combined 
with accu ra t e  m e a s u r e s  of diameter ,  and the resul t ing densi t ies  
in te rpre ted  with the aid of the physics of compressed  mat te r .  
The m a s s e s  determined 
2 
Astronomical  observations,  a t  radio wavelengths f rom 100 m e t e r s  
to  1 mi l l imeter ,  have given r i s e  to  unexpected resu l t s .  
rad io  emiss ion  f rom any planet was detected f rom Jupi ter  at 13. 5- 
m e t e r  wavelength by Burke and Frankl in  ( 1955), and it was obvious 
immediately f r o m  the intensity and t ime dependence of the emiss ion  
that  the radiat ion p rocess  could not be ascr ibed  to the rma l  mechanisms.21 
Radio emiss ion  has  been detected f rom Mercury,  Venus, Mars ,  Jupi te r ,  
Saturn,  and (pe rhaps )  Uranus. Radio emiss ion  was f i r s t  detected f r o m  
Mercury,  in  1960, a t  3. 45-centimeter and 3. 75-centimeter wavelengths 
by Howard, Ba r re t t ,  and Haddock (1962). 22 
emiss ion  at 1. 53-centimeter wavelength has  been repor ted  by Welch 
and Thornton (1965).'l 
received shows a n  advantage of sho r t  wavelengths when trying to de -  
tec t  t h e r m a l  radiation.'l 
The first 
A measurement  of Mercury  
The wavelength dependence of the rad io  power 
B a r r e t t  d i scusses  radio-observations of Mercury  and  other planets 
s ince 1955. 
i s  difficult for two well-known reasons:  
angular s i z e ,  subtending approximately 11 seconds of a r c  a t  mean 
conjunction, and second, the planet ' s  angular distance f r o m  the Sun 
is never  m o r e  than 28 degrees.  Reception of so la r  radio emiss ion  
He s t a t e s  that measurement  of Mercury ' s  radio emission 
F i r s t ,  the planet is  of sma l l  
7 
can  exceed the radio emiss ion  f r o m  Mercury,  par t icular ly  when the 
planet is separa ted  f rom the Sun by a s m a l l  angle, thereby making 
detection of Mercury a difficult observational problem.21 
d iscusses  the measu remen t s  made by Petit, 1961; by Howard, e t  al, 
1960 and 1962; Kel lermann,  1965; and other data. 
He 
In June 1962, the Radiotechnical and Electronics  Insti tute 
Academy of Sciences USSR, in cooperation with a number of organ-  
izations, c a r r i e d  out a r a d a r  survey of the planet Mercury.23 The 
measurements  were  made a t  Mercury ' s  perigee,  when it is c loses t  
to Earth. 
83- to 88-million k i lometers  and was twice that during the r a d a r  
survey of Venus in  1961. 
of about 700 megacycles.  
polarity. 
steradian. 
(Mercury ' s  sur face  a r e a  is one-sixth that of Venus), a total  of about 
one watt reached the en t i re  visible sur face  of the planet. The t r a n s -  
mission occurred  in  se s s ions  of about 10 minutes,  during which the 
signal t ravel led the dis tance f rom the E a r t h  to  Mercury  and back. 
The t ransmit ted s ignal  had the fo rm of sequential  te legraph t r a n s -  
missions on two frequencies  differing by 62. 5 cycles.  
of t ransmiss ions  and pauses  on each frequency was 1024 mill iseconds.  
The reflected s ignals  were  received with a l inear ly  polar ized antenna. 
The rece iver  input was equipped with a paramagnet ic  and p a r a m e t r i c  
amplifier.  
surface was obtained. 
The distance to  Mercury during the measu remen t s  was 
The study was c a r r i e d  out a t  a frequency 
The t r ansmi t t e r  antenna had c i r c u l a r  
The density of radiated power was 375 megawatts per  
Because of the g rea t  dis tance and s m a l l  s i ze  of the object 
The durat ion 
A coefficient of reflection c lose  to that of the lunar  
2 3  
8 
Section IV. TEMPERATURE 
Thermoelec t r ic  measurements  of radiation f r o m  Mercury were  
made f i r s t  i n  1923 and 1924 a t  the Mt. Wilson Observatory by Pet t i t  
and Nicholson with the 100-inch reflector.  According to this  resu l t ,  
a t  the subsolar  point at mean dis tance f rom the Sun, the tempera ture  
is 337" C; a t  perihelion, 412"  C; a t  aphelion, 282" CP 
rece ives  about seven t imes  a s  much heat per  unit a r e a  a s  the Ea r th  
a t  its mean  dis tance f r o m  the Sun, but the amount of heat  received 
v a r i e s  considerably because of the eccentricity of the orbit. 
Mercury 
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It has  been generally a s sumed  that because of a very tenuous 
a tmosphere  and its synchronous rotation, Mercury has  a hot and 
a cold side with the hot side above 600" K and the cold o r  da rk  side 
nea r  0"  K. 
planet in the so la r  system. 
two y e a r s  have indicated that these assumptions a r e  in  error.'* 
in f ra red  rad iometr ic  measurements  of the subsolar  point gave approx-  
imately 610" K with expected var ia t ions f rom 560" K a t  aphelion to 
690" K a t  perihelion." 
tween 56" K and 250" K which would be in agreement  with the 370" f 
125" K observed by Howard a t  three-cent imeter  wavelengths. 
Blackbody d isc  t empera tu res  ranging f rom 130"  to 320" K with an  
average  value of 220"& 35" K i s  reported by Epstein, based on 
observat ions made  a t  3. 4 mi l l ime te r s  in  Apr i l  1965. Welch and 
Thornton obtained a d isc  t empera tu re  of 465" f 115" K f rom the r a t io  
of Mercury  emiss ion  to Jupi ter  emiss ion  in  September 1964 when a 
s e r i e s  of observations of Jupi ter ,  Saturn, and Mercury  were  made 
a t  1. 53 cent imeter .  26 A disk tempera ture  about th ree  t imes  that of 
Jupi te r  was obtained. This value is three  t imes  155" K, the assumed 
t empera tu re  of Jupi ter .  
contribution f rom the unilluminated hemisphere  of Mercury. 
the present  antenna beam widths, there  i s  not sufficient angular 
resolut ion to m e a s u r e  the br ightness  tempera ture  distribution over 
the disk.  Welch and Thornton, assuming a subsolar  tempera ture  
of 620" K and a dark  side tempera ture  of 0"  K,  obtained a mean 
br ightness  t empera tu re  of approximately 100"  K. This  implies  a 
substant ia l  contribution f r o m  the unilluminated hemisphere  since 
the observed value is on the o rde r  of 465" K.25 
Mercury was thought to be both the hottest  and the coldest  
Radio and r a d a r  observat ions in  the l a s t  
Pe t t i t ' s  
F ie lds  suggests d a r k  side t empera tu res  be-  
25 
The observed value implies  a substant ia l  
With 
Radio observations of Mercury  were reviewed and compared with 
knowledge of the planet acquired by other means by Barre t t .  He shows 
that  r ad io  observat ions imply a tempera ture  of - 300" K for  the 
unilluminated hemisphere,  a r e su l t  which appears  t o  be in  s h a r p  
d i sag reemen t  with infrared measurements  of Mercury.  21 
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Epstein and other personnel  of Aerospace  Corporation made ob- 
servat ions of Mercury and Mars  in 1965, a t  3.  4 mil l ime te r s  (88 GHz)' 
with the 15-foot antenna of Aerospace Corpora t ion ' s  Space Radio Sys-  
t e m s  Facility. 
data were made using the "average- tempera turef r  method. The da rk  
s ide brightness t empera tu re  of 220" f 35" K recorded  at 3. 4 mil l i -  
m e t e r s  (88 GHz) during the Apr i l  1965 infer ior  conjunction of Mercury  
and the br ightness  t empera tu res  recorded a t  longer wavelengths, i n -  
cluding the prel iminary r e su l t s  at eight mil l imeters ,  led the obse rvor s  
to expect a l a rge  var ia t ion with phase in  the three-mi l l imeter  emiss ion  
of Mercury. 
surface l a y e r s  behave a s  do those of the Moon. If the Moon was moved 
to Mercury ' s  distance f rom the Sun, i t s  th ree-mi l l imeter  emiss ion  
would show a phase var ia t ion of approximately f 200" K about a mean 
tempera ture  of ~ 3 5 0 "  K?8 
Atmospheric  attenuation cor rec t ions  for  the Mercury  
27 
This expectation was based on the assumption that Mercury ' s  
The observations produced some very  unexpected resu l t s .  
mos t  significant fea tures  a r e  the br ightness  t empera tu re  of only x Z O O o  K 
recorded when major  f ract ions of the illuminated hemisphere  were  
visible and the apparent  absence of any var ia t ion with phase. Both 
fea tures  were  completely unexpected. Brightness  t empera tu res  of 
approximately z 500" K were  recorded  with the planet nea r  in fer ior  
conjunction.28 
suggesting that the emissivi ty  of the sur face  l a y e r s  of Mercury  v a r i e s  
inversely with physical t empera ture .  
which exhibits low emissivi ty  a t  t h r e e  mi l l ime te r s  only.28 It  h a s  been 
suggested that  the da rk  s ide t empera tu re  could be produced by in te rna l  
radioactive heat  sources .  
vations indicated a nonsynchronous rotation. 
The 
It is possible  to  explain the anomalous r e su l t s  by 
There  is no known m a t e r i a l  
This  was suggested before r a d a r  o b s e r -  
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Section V. ATMOSPHERE 
Until quite recentlv Mercury w a s  thought by most  a s t ronomers  to 
have no atmosphere.  29 As t ronomers  did not s ee  any noticeable r e -  
f rac t ion  of the Sun's r a y s  a t  the edge of the planet a s  i t  t r ave r sed  the 
Sun's disk,  nor could they watch the twilight on Mercury.  Calculations 
seemed to indicate that, i f  any a tmosphere  existed on Mercury,  i t  
would quickly d i spe r se  into space." 
the a tmosphere  would be tenuous, i f  i t  existed a t  a l l ,  was the fact 
that the escape velocity is sma l l  and the sur face  t empera tu re  is very  
high?' It should be capable of retaining a tenuous a tmosphere  if  the 
maximum tempera ture  is appreciably lower than the predicted value. 
Urey, in his book on the origin and development of the planets,  pub- 
l ished in 1952, ascr ibed  half a sentence on the discussion of the 
a tmosphere  of Mercury.  
on the Moon and Mercury.  
proximity to the Sun, Mercury is listed a s  the mos t  unlikely planet to 
posses s  a n  atmosphere.  Any atmosphere that could be retained by 
the low gravity would be very difficult to detect  f rom 50 to  100 million 
miles .  It has  been generally believed that because of the low escape 
velocity of Mercury (4. 3 kilometers/second o r  2. 6 miles/second) that 
no a tmosphere  would exist .  The escape velocity of such a body (with 
a rad ius  30 percent  g rea t e r  than that of the Moon, but with 4. 2 t imes  
m o r e  m a s s )  i s  sma l l  and the predicted high sur face  t empera tu re  
(600"  to 700"  K )  approaches the c r i t i ca l  value fo r  the exospheric 
escape  of light gases .  
The reason  i t  was thought that  
He said "No a tmospheres  have been detected 
F o r  reasons  of i t s  s m a l l  m a s s  and 
Most a t tempts  to find evidence of a n  a tmosphere  on Mercury  have 
failed. Observations of Mercury ,  as  i t  passed in f ront  of the so la r  
corona,  showed no phenomena a t  the edge of the planet which could be 
at t r ibuted to an atmosphere. '  Spectrograms showed no t r a c e  of 
absorpt ion l ines  which could indicate carbon dioxide, oxygen, or  
water  vapor. ' 
a solid sur face .  
f rom the sur face  of Mercury  is comparable  to that of the Moon, and 
it i s  conclusive evidence that any possible a tmosphere  would have to 
be very  thin. Light white t r a c e s  sometimes veil  the da rk  a r e a s  and 
may indicate a volcanic dust  cloud supported by a tenuous atmosphere.  
Loca l  heating of the planet 's  c r u s t  by radioactive m a t e r i a l  could cause  
th i s  veiling. 
s t i l l  c r e a t e  a somewhat temporary  atmosphere.  
polar izat ion of ref lected sunlight indicate a tenuous a t r n ~ s p h e r e . ~ ~  
A low albedo indicates that  the light is ref lected f r o m  
This low albedo o r  smal l  degree  of light ref lected 
Such gases  would rapidly escape into space but would 
Observations of 
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Fields  descr ibes  the evidence which indicates an  a tmosphere  on 
Mercury and at tempts  t o  in te rpre t  it.6. Measurements  by Dollfus over  
the surface of Mercury  revealed differential  polarization effects. 
Unlike observat ions of the Moon, the polarization depended on the 
inclination of the sur face  to sunlight - -  an  effect which i s  explainable 
by the presznce  of a n  atmosphere.  Measurements  of br ightness  
tempera ture  were made by a group a t  the University of Michigan 
(Howard, e t  a l ,  1962) in  the three-cent imeter  wavelength a t  different 
phase angles.30 It was assumed that the t empera tu re  on the da rk  s ide 
of Mercury is extremely low, yet the measu remen t s  lay above the 
theoret ical  curve  assuming a dark-s ide  t empera tu re  of 0"  K. One 
possible interpretat ion of this  r e su l t  i s  that  the da rk  side i s  not ent i re ly  
cold, but has  a tempera ture  which is significantly different f rom z e r o  - -  
perhaps a s  much a s  half that  on the bright side - -  that t he re  i s  some 
mechanism for  heat t r anspor t  f rom the bright to the da rk  side. 30, 2 3  
When Venus c r o s s e s  the Sun, the disk i s  b lur red  but Mercury ' s  
However, a very  thin a tmosphere  might outline is s h a r p  and c l ea r .  
not blur the 
Since the light gases  would escape  a t  600" to 700" K,  and i t  is 
believed that the exosphere t empera tu re  for  Mercury is  not much l e s s  
than that, it i s  not likely that a Mercury a tmosphe re  would contain any 
of the common a toms,  such a s  carbon,  nitrogen, oxygen, o r  the i r  
molecules.30 
Photographs of Mercury ' s  spec t rum have never  shown any d e -  
tectable difference f rom the so l a r  spec t rum,  that i s ,no  bands or l ines  
due to absorpt ion by atmospheric  atonis o r  molecules  have been 
found.30 But if there  a r e  t r a c e s  of a n  a tmosphere  present ,  Kuiper  
has  suggested that i t  could cons is t  of the heavy element  a rgon  and 
::ossibly krypton and xenon. H e  believes any other e lements  could 
bc: expected to have ei ther  escaped into space  a long t ime ago, o r  
they would have been f rozen  out on the cold s ide of the planet. Radio- 
me t r i c  measu remen t s  have given average  sur face  t empera tu re  values 
of about 600" K for the subsolar  point. 
In postulating a n  a tmosphere  for  Mercury ,  look f o r  gases  that  a r e  
considerably m o r e  mass ive  than carbon,  nitrogen, oxygen, e t c . ,  the 
possibility of an  a tmosphere  of argon" (which i s  radiogenic) ,  a l so  
including the m o r e  mass ive  noble gases  xenon and krypton.30 
Kuiper suggests that radiogenic a rgon  may be retained by Mercury.  
The c r i t i ca l  t empera ture  f o r  escape  in  4. 5 billion y e a r s  is 1800" K.30 
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Atmospheric  polarization observed by Dollfus may be a sc r ibed  to 
this gas  since the more  abundant l ighter gases  have probably escaped. 
His r e su l t s  show sma l l  differences in  the amount of polarization in 
the light f rom the cusps and f r o m  the center  of the planet. 
of these data leads to the conclusion that th i s  difference a r i s e s  f rom 
the presence  of a ve ry  thin atmosphere.  
to  t h ree  mi l l ime te r s  i s  implied by Dollfus' measurement ,  c o r r e s  - 
ponding to  E a r t h  alt i tudes of 130, 000 to  150, 000 feet. 
Analysis 
A sur face  p r e s s u r e  of one 
Dollfus calculates  that if such gas  on Mercury  has  the optical 
p roper t ies  of our  a i r ,  it would be equivalent in  amount of 0. 003 of 
the Ea r th ' s  a tmosphere.  
observed local deficiencies in polarization, which might be due to 
dust  i n  the planet ' s  atmosphere." 
It is a l so  interest ing that Dollfus occasionally 
Nikolai Kozyrev of Pulkovo Observatory,  who is credi ted with the 
discovery of lunar  volcanos, t r aced  a hydrogen a tmosphere  on Mercury  
in  April-May 1963. Using a spectrograph,  he determined that the 
density of this  a tmosphere  i s  about one-thousandth of the Earth 's .29 
Occasional veiling of da rk  sur face  f ea tu res  by faint, whitish clouds 
has  been reported.  As Whipple has  pointed out, this  is real ly  negative 
observational evidence and a f a i lu re  to s e e  a l ready  r a the r  indistinct 
da rk  markings.  
of dust  would indicate an  atmosphere.  
But the veiling could be caused by dust, and motions 
A tenuous a tmosphere  was discovered by Dr.  Audouin Dollfus a t  
the P ic  du Midi Observatory.  He used a 24-inch r e f r ac to r ,  and the 
method used was a n  indirect  one based on polar imet r ic   observation^.^^ 
The composition is not likely to be at a l l  s imi l a r  to our  own - -  it is 
much m o r e  likely t o  be carbon dioxide, o r  something of the kind - -  
and the est imated p r e s s u r e  i s  bound to  be a r b i t r a r y ;  but Dollfus' in -  
vestigations do a t  l ea s t  show that  Mercury is  not the ut ter ly  a i r l e s s  
world s o  often descr ibed in textbooks. 33 
do not support  Antoniadi and Schiaparell i  with r ega rd  to  the question 
of clouds.33 
Dollfus and his  col laborators  
Kozyrev ' s  observations in  19 50 indicated a hydrogen atmosphere.  
A hydrogen a tmosphere  would be heated only by contact with the day-  
light sur face  and cooled by contact with the night surface.  This 
would r e s u l t  in a tmospher ic  circulation t r ans fe r r ing  energy to  Mercury ' s  
cold side.  
m u s t  be n e a r  the average  of 600" and 0" K, that i s ,  about 300" K o r  
86" F. 
Under the rma l  equilibrium,the a tmosphere ' s  t empera tu re  
According to Kozyrev, this low t empera tu re  is confirmed by 
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spectrographic  observation of the planet 's  vicinity. He s ta tes  that the 
height of a homogeneous atmosphere i's proportional to the tempera ture ,  
but inversely proportional to the molecular  weight and to the a c c e l e r -  
ation of gravity and, hence, Mercury ' s  homogeneous a tmosphere  mus t  
be about 40  t imes  a s  high a s  that of the Ear th ,  i f  the t empera tu res  a r e  
equal, that  Lhe a tmosphere  of Mercury must  amount t o  not l e s s  than 
0. 0001 of the Earthts.19 
This supports  the Dollfus es t imate  of Mercury ' s  a tmosphere.  If i t  
consists of hydrogen only, instead of a i r  like o u r s ,  the number of molc- 
cules  must  be about four t imes  as grea t  to produce the observed polari-  
zation effect. Consequently, Dollfus' da ta  indicate that Mercury ' s  
a tmosphere,  i f  of hydrogen, would be about 0. 01 of the E a r t h ' s .  19 
F r o m  a theoret ical  viewpoint, an  a tmosphere  of this planet might 
s eem hardly possible,  par t icu lar ly  of such a light gas  a s  hydrogen. 
However, the existence of a s table  a tmosphere ,  especi;llly of hydrogen, 
could have been foreseen.  Because a hydrogen a tmosphere  is cold, 
i t s  dissipation proceeds comparatively slowly, and the loss  of hydrogen 
can be compensated by the interception of so la r  protons.  
The escape of par t ic les  takes  place f rom the exosphere,  the fr inge 
layer  where the molecular  mean f r e e  path is of the o rde r  of the height 
of the homogeneous atmosphere.  To make up lo s ses ,  a long-term 
average influx of 100  par t ic les  p e r  cubic cent imeter  i s  provided by 
the solar  wind. Without this compensation, Mercury ' s  a tmosphe re  
would diss ipate  in the relat ively sho r t  in te rva l  of 100 ,  000 yea r s .  19 
'These calculations make thc assumption that the influx of so la r  
corpuscles  does not cause  a n  appreciable  ejection of molecules  f rom 
the planet ' s  a tmosphere.  To ensure  this ,  the a tmosphe re  has  t o  be 
i cnse  enough to prevent corpusc les  f r o m  reaching the sur face ;  instead 
they impar t  their  energy to  a la rge  number of pa r t i c l e s  i n  the a t m o s -  
phere.  Thus a planet initially devoid of a n  a tmosphe re  cannot accum-  
ulate one by an inflow f rom outside. 
envelope of Mercury is the r ema inde r  of a n  extensive pr imit ive 
a tm o sphe re. 
Most probably, the p re sen t  
19 
Conceivably gases  other  than hydrogen occur  in  M e r c u r y ' s  
a tmosphere,  fo r  example,  by escape  f r o m  the in t e r io r  of the planet,  
but they can fo rm only a s m a l l  f rac t ion ,  f o r  otherwise the a tmosphe re  
could not be cold and would have los t  the p rope r t i e s  ensur ing  its 
stability. 
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Mercury ' s  nea rness  to the Sun can  make up for  the a tmospher ic  
loss to  space a s  the Sun shoots fluxes of protons,  which a r e  hydrogen 
To make up f o r  the l o s s e s  in  the Mercur ia l  a tmosphere,  i t  is quite 
sufficient i f  the density of the proton fluxes i s  l o 2  to l o 3  per  cubic 
cent imeter .  
Mercu ry ' s  dis tance f rom the Sun i s  very c lose  to this  figure.18 Allowing 
for  rough approximation in the dispers ion of the Mercur ia l  a tmosphere ,  
it i s  quite possible fo r  the planet to have a hydrogen a tmosphere  ma in -  
tained by fluxes of so la r  protons. As,  for  the mos t  par t ,  the par t ic les  
ejected by the Sun a r e  protons,  the Mercur ia l  a tmosphere,  whatever 
i t  could have been sometime in  the past ,  has  long been replaced by the 
hydrogen supplied by the Sun." 
I nuclei, towards Mercury  a t  a velocity of 1000 k i lometers  pe r  second. 
The probable actual density of the proton fluxes a t  
~ 
16 The value of 10 par t ic les  per  cubic cent imeter  Kozyrev obtained 
for  the Mercur i a l  a tmosphere corresponds to a n  altitude of 50 to  60 
k i lometers  on the Earth.  Meteors  ignite exactly a t  this altitude. 
The re fo re ,  one may suppose that the Mercur ia l  a tmosphere  has  suf- 
ficient density for  the elevated t empera tu res  and high p r e s s u r e s  
developed by impinging me teo r s  to  fix atmospheric  hydrogen into a 
mine ra l  fallout, a r a in  of dust  settling on the sur face  of Mercury. 
The planet Mercury was 20 degrees  of a r c  to  the eas t  of the Sun 
on 26 Apr i l  1963. 
fo r  a long t ime - -  for  about 30 minutes - -  af te r  sunset. 
desc r ibes  th i s  observation: "During the t e n  evening sess ions  that I 
had a t  the 50-inch re f lec tor  te lescope a t  the Cr imean  Astrophysical  
Observatory between 19 Apr i l  and 3 May, I took about 20 spec t rograms 
of Mercury  and i t s  vicinity. 
photographs of the Sun's spectrum in  exactly the s a m e  position Mercury  
would a s s u m e  in about two hours.  
was  13 degrees  above the horizon. 
obtained by means of a highspeed spectrograph with an  exposure t ime 
of 2 to 10 minutes.  
moving the planet ' s  disk a c r o s s  the sl i t  of the spectrograph!' 
Therefore ,  it could be watched without in te r fe rence  
Kozyrev 
F o r  comparison, I made a point of taking 
During these observations Mercury  
Most of the spec t rograms were  
During each exposure,  the spec t rum was extended by 
"A thorough comparison of the Mercur ia l  and so lar  spec t rog rams  
While the other l ines  coincided, 
of absolutely the same  optical density revealed a n  unambiguous difference 
in  the  hydrogen l ines  of both spectra .  
one of the hydrogen l ines  in the Mercur ia l  spec t rogram seemed n a r -  
rower  and was shifted towards the red region of the spectrum, while 
another  looked broader  and was shifted towards the violet region of 
the spec t rum.  Microphotometric measurements  showed that these  
pecul ia r i t i es  in the hydrogen l ines  were due to the superimposit ion of 
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the bright hydrogen l ines  in  the Mercur ia l  spectrum over  the so l a r  
spectrum. The Sun's ultraviolet  radiation, which ionises  hydrogen, 
is not sufficient to produce l ines of such brightness.  This implies  
that  the hydrogen on Mercury i s  present  a s  a genuine dense a tmosphere  
ra ther  than a s  a n  ionosphere. It can  be calculated that the number of 
hydrogen a toms in the Mercur i a l  a tmosphere i s  
me te r  of its sur face  a r e a .  
be grea te r  - -  of the o r d e r  of one-thousandth of their  number in the 
t e r r e s t r i a l  a tmosphere,  which works out to 3 x molecules  pe r  
square cent imeter  of sur face  area!' l3 
p e r  squa re  cent i -  
The number of hydrogen molecules  must  
According to Spinrad, the spectroscopic ,  po lar imet r ic ,  and rad io  
observations point to the conclusion that Mercury  has  a tenuous a t m o s -  
phere,  although i t s  amount i s  s t i l l  uncertain.35 
observational work is needed before this conclusion can  be considered 
final, and that  refinement of the polarization measu remen t s  would be 
helpful. 
is not cold should be checked by inf ra red  techniques to be s u r e  that  the 
radio waves originate at the surface.  
copy to find other possible volcanic gases  should be attempted.36 
He s t a t e s  that  m o r e  
The indication in  the radio observat ions that the da rk  s ide 
F u r t h e r  high resolut ion spec t ros  - 
Because of the low gravity of Mercury ,  the a tmospher ic  density 
would change m o r e  gradually with altitude than f o r  the Earth.  The re  
should be a c ros s -ove r  point at some dis tance f rom the planet where 
the density would be higher than for  a corresponding dis tance f r o m  the 
Earth?7 
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Section VI. SURFACE 
1 '  
Because of i t s  s m a l l  apparent  size and the unfavorable conditions 
for  i t s  observation, it i s  very difficult to  observe  Any dis t inct  markings 
on the sur face  of Mercury.  Some observors  have detected dusky spots  
and hazy da rk  markings.6 Antoniadi drew a cha r t  which was somewhat 
s imi l a r  to e a r l i e r  observations.  
map  f rom his  extensive visual observations with the 3 3  -inch r e f r ac to r  
of Meudon Observatory a generation ago." 
i t s  sur face  markings r ema in  in  general  use. 
axial  rotation i s  uniform and its orbital  revolution is not, the subsolar  
point of the planet i s  not fixed, but oscil lates.  Photographs have been 
made by Slipher and Carmiche l  which show faint detail.  The agreement  
between drawings and photographs produced by different obse rvor s  
indicate there  a r e  r e a l  i r r egu la r i t i e s  on the surface.  By comparing 
the reflective proper t ies  of the planet with that of known Ear th  ma te r i a l s ,  
the Moon and M a r s ,  some knowledge of the sur face  ma te r i a l s  may be 
gained. Cruikshank notes the s imi la r i t i es  between the Moon and 
Mercury  and s t a t e s  that the probable luminescence phenomena on the 
Moon may make it possible to interpret  changes on Mercury  a s  the 
effects of luminescence of the surface mater ia ls? '  The albedo and 
polarization effects of both bodies a r e  s imi l a r .  
a s sumed  that Mercury  has  a very  tenuous a tmosphere  - -  possibly no 
a tmosphere  - -  and that the tempera ture  of the da rk  portions of the 
planet is nea r  0" K. The Moon does have a back side with respec t  to  
the E a r t h k t  no da rk  side. 
Antoniadi constructed his Mercury  
The names  he  assigned t o  
Because Mercury ' s  
6 
It has  been generally 
Measurements  of the br ightness  of Mercury  yield an  albedo o f .  06, 
while that  of the Moon is . 076 and that of M a r s  is  . 2539 which indicate 
that  the sur face  ma te r i a l s  of Mercury is  more  like the Moon than that 
of M a r s  o r  mos t  of the E a r t h ' s  surface.  Both the Moon and Mercury  
a r e  poor re f lec tors  of light. 
basa l t  and da rk  lava rock.6 
This indicates a n  i r r e g u l a r  sur face  of 
The  polarization of the re f lec ted  light from Mercury and the Moon 
a r e  ve ry  s imi l a r ,  a s  observed by Dollfus. Near opposition,the po la r -  
ization of the two bodies is in perfect  agreement .  
b r igh tness  with phase is a lmost  the same!9 
6 
2 The var ia t ion of 
Surveyor  photographs show the lunar sur face  to  be rough and 
s t r ewed  with rocks  of a l l  s i ze s  and sinkage of the vehicle into the 
su r face  of the moon showed the surface to be soft, to have lower 
compress ive  s t rength than ea r th  soils,  to be cohesive,  and with 
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sufficient s t rength to support  manned landings and exploration. 
Mercury sur face  cha rac t e r i s t i c s  may he very  s imi l a r ,  but the very  
thin atmosphere of Mercury  may have some slight smoothing effect on 
the surface?5y36 
The 
Sharonov d i scusses  the possibil i t ies of powdery ma te r i a l s  on the 
surfa.ce of the planets. 
resemble  that of the Moon - -  a slag-like ma te r i a l  produced by the 
impact of me teo r s  Po 
He as sumes  that the sur face  of Mercury  should 
The appearance of dust  clouds in  the a tmosphere  and the c h a r a c -  
t e r i s t i c s  of the reflected light a r e  offered a s  evidence of a dust  covered 
surface.  A dust  cover  may be the r e su l t  of an  a tmosphere  which p r o -  
tec t s  the surface f r o m  meteor  impacts  and the absence of cementation 
agents. 40 
Sharonov s t a t e s  that the sur face  of Mercury should r e semble  that 
of the Moon and, therefore ,  t he re  is no r eason  to suppose that t he re  
a r e  dust covers  on it.40 T h e r e  a r e  some differences in  the sur face  
environments of the two bodies which may have some bearing on the 





The grea t  difference in  radiant  energy s t r iking the two bodies. 
The difference in  the sur face  t empera tu re  ex t r emes  and cycle. 
The differences in  the density of the two bodies .  
The difference in the gravitational constant. 
Mercury ' s  radius  is about 30 percent  g r e a t e r  than that  of the Moon 
(although Mercury has  about 4. 2 t imes  m o r e  mass ) .  
Carpenter  and Goldstein, 1963, and Kotelnikov, et al, 1962, have 
shown that the r ada r  ref lect ion proper t ies  a r e  s imi l a r  to those of the 
Moon. In h is  paper ,  "Spectroscopic Observat ions of Mercury ,  '' 
Spinrad s ta tes  "Unless these  s imi l a r i t i e s  a r e  accidental  (which s e e m s  
unlikely), and if the e ros ion  of the Moon i s  in rea l i ty  caused by 
meteori t ic  bombardment,  i t  appea r s  that the p r e s s u r e  e s t ima tes  of 
this  paper a r e  in  conflict with the observa t ions  of the p rope r t i e s  of 
tile surface.  One way to  remove  the conflict  i s  to  suppose that  the 
atmospheric  p r e s s u r e  h a s  a t  t imes  been a t  l eve ls  low enough to  
permit  penetration by meteor i tes .  F o r  example,  i f  the  dominant 
constituent i s  radiogenic argon,  i t  would have requi red  about l o 8  y e a r s  
a f te r  the formation of the planet to  build up  0. 1 mi l l ibar  p r e s s u r e ,  
and the s imi la r i ty  to the Moon could then be at t r ibuted to a par t icu lar ly  
high rate  of bombardment ea r ly  in the h i s to ry  of the Solar  System. On 
the other hand, an  a tmosphere  which r e s u l t s  f r o m  a balance between 
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a high r a t e  of influx f rom volcanos and a high r a t e  of exospheric  escape 
might undergo considerable  fluctuations in sur face  p r e s s u r e  a s  a r e -  
sul t  of changes in volcanic activity. 
Mercury  has  a par t - t ime a tmosphere  with periods of low p r e s s u r e  when 
meteor i tes  can  penetrate  effectively. 
This possibil i ty would imply that 
A l a rge  portion of the Mercury surface,  l ike the Moon, is expected 
to be ve ry  rough o r  mountainous. 
would not detect  mountains o r  huge c r a t e r s  such a s  a r e  found on the 
Moon. It is probable that c r a t e r s  exist. Radar  echo observations of 
Mercury  a t  23-centimeter wavelengths a t  Millstone Hill  r a d a r  obser  - 
vatory indicate that Mercury  i s  rougher than the 
P r e s e n t  methods of observing Mercury  
A number of lengthy r epor t s  and bibliographies have been wri t ten 
on the sur face  ma te r i a l s  of the Moon.'6 Also, s e v e r a l  w r i t e r s  have 
wri t ten r epor t s  analyzing mobility problems which could apply to the 
lunar  surface.  A vehicle designed for  a rough lunar  sur face  and the 
high and low tempera ture  ex t r emes  may very  well fulfill the r equ i r e -  
ment  for  a Mercury  vehicle. 
The reflective proper t ies  of sands and clays have been studied to 
understand and compare  with the reflections received f rom the moon 
and planetary surfaces .  
cu rves  produced f rom these data  and f rom observat ions of the Moon, 
Mercury ,  and M a r s  is evidence of the absence of quar tz  in  powdered 
fo rm in the sur face  l aye r s  of these bodies? 
Mercury  impl ies  a high percentage of i ron,  higher than the Earth? 
2 Kuiper s ta tes  that  the difference in  the 
The high density of 
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Section VII. CONCLUSIONS 
F r o m  our  present  knowledge of the Moon, we can  a s s u m e  that  the 
The effect of the tenuous a t m o s -  
sur face  of Mercury  has  a l so  been formed by endless  pounding of 
meteor i tes  and by volcanic activity. 
phere may have resul ted in a sur face  slightly different  f r o m  the Moon. 
The s ize  of meteor i tes  reaching the sur face  at high velocity would be 
limited by the atmosphere.  The sur face  could be covered with con- 
densed meteor i te  vapor and dust,  condensed sur face  vapor produced 
by the impacts ,  ejected broken and melted c r a t e r  ma te r i a l s ,  shock 
o r  volcanic -cemented breccia,  and lava rock. A very  rough sur face  
may be expected. The higher density of Mercury  would be expected 
to have resul ted in  different sur face  ma te r i a l s  and formation of the 
surface.  The volcanic activity may not be s imi la r .  
Mercury probably has  a magnetic field which may affect  the 
The a tmosphere  may direct ion of sma l l  high velocity par t ic les .  
produce some slight smoothing effect. 
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PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED, 
SEL ECT ED B I B L I OGRA PHY 
1. Addey, F . ,  
ON OBSERVATIONS OF THE TRANSIT OF MERCURY 1960 
NOVEMBER7,  
Vol. 72, 1962, pp. 141-149. 
The wr i t e r  recorded 12 positions of Mercury  during the 
t rans i t ,  and, with these data, calculated the orbi ta l  line, 
position angle of i ng res s  (147". 98" f rom t r u e  north),  inclination 
of the orbi t  of Mercury  to  the ecliptic ( 7 " .  l o ) ,  l eas t  angular 
distdnce of the orbital  line f rom the center  of the Sun (9.  02, 
a t  16 47 ), and longitude of the ascending node (47". 66). These  
calculations a r e  compared with the predicted values. 
h m  
2. Aerospace Corporation, Laboratory Operations,  E l  Segundo, 
California,  FURTHER OBSERVATIONS OF PLANETS AND 
QUASI-STELLAR RADIO SOURCES AT THREE MILLIMETERS, 
TECHNICAL REPORT, 10 APRIL 1965 - 2 9  APRIL 1966 by E. E 
Epstein,  J. P. Oliver,  and  R. A .  Schorn, July 1966, Report  
TR-669(9230-04)- 1 ,  SSD TR-66- 122, AD-487 702, Contract No. 
A F  04 (695)-669, NAS7- 100, (Unclassified).  
Radio observations of Mercury at 3 .  4 mil l imeters  f rom July 
t o  October 1965 showed, contrary t o  expectation, brightness 
t empera tu res  of only about 200" K,  even when major  f ract ions 
of Mercury ' s  illuminated hemisphere w e r e  observed. 
addition, no significant variation with phase was observed. The 
3.4-millimeter 
source  3C 273 was observed over 12 months. The observations 
inc'icate that variations i n  flux by a factor  of approximately two 
occur  in a few months. 
In 
radio emission f r o m  the quasi-s te l lar  radio 
3. Aerospace Corporation, Laboratory Operations,  E l  Segundo, 
California,  OBSERVATIONS O F  PLANETS AND QUASI-STELLAR 
RADIO SOURCES AT THREE MILLIMETERS, TECHNICAL 
DOCUMENTARY REPORT by E.  E .  Epstein,  September 1965, 
SSD TR-65-137, TDR-469 (5230-41)-4, AD-475 774, Contract  
No. A F  04 (695) -469, (Unclassified). 
Depending upon the method used to  der ive  the t e r r e s t r i a l  
a tmospher ic  attenuation, Venus 3. 3 -mil l imeter  brightness 
t empera tu res  obtained on 55 days in  1964 indicate e i ther  ( 1 )  
no phase effect  and a mean brightness t empera tu re  of 292" K ,  
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( 2 )  an inverse phase effect ,  o r  ( 3 )  no phase effect for two weeks 
in June above a mean tempera ture  of 285°K. 
total sys temat ic  e r r o r s  for the mean tempera tures  a r e  t 4 0 ° ,  
-30°K.  
with the 10. 7-centimenter so la r  flux o r  sunspot index. 
quasi-s te l lar  rad io  source  3C 279  has been observed at  X=3.4 
mi l l imeters  with the 15 foot antenna of the Space Radio Systems 
Facil i ty.  The f ac t  that the measured  flux value is well above the 
cent imeter  flux may infer that a nonthermal emission mechanism 
is operating a t  3. 4 mi l l imeters .  The measured  3. 4 -mi l l imeter  
flux f r o m  the quas i - s te l la r  source  3C 273 in April  and July 1965 
is analyzed.  The disk tempera tures ,  a t  3 .  4 mi l l ime te r s ,  of 
Mercury and M a r s  w e r e  measured  in April  1965. At that t ime,  
Mercury  was near  inferior conjunction, and the average  illumi- 
nated fract ion was 0. 10 during the observations.  The average  
disk tempera tures  of Mercury  and M a r s  w e r e  220" *35"K and 
190" *40"K, respectively.  The seven individual daily values 
of Mercury  showed no evidence of a phase effect. 
The est imated 
There  were  not enough data for  meaningful cor re la t ions  
The 
4. Air  F o r c e  Cambridge R e s e a r c h  Laborator ies ,  Bedford, 
Ma s s ac  hus e tt s , 
BIBLIOGRAPHY O F  LUNAR AND PLANETARY RESEARCH - 
1960-1964 by J. E.M. Adler ,  R. T. Dodd, J r . ,  G.R. Hunt, 
J. W. Salisbury, V.G. Smalley,  W.R. Van Schumus, and 
R. A Van Tasse l ,  January 1966, Repor t  No. AFCRL-66-52, 
Special Report  No. 40 (Unclassified).  
A bibliography of lunar  and planetary r e s e a r c h  a r t i c l e s  
published during 1960 to  1964 is  presented with both subject 
and author l ist ings.  
astrobiology, comets ,  mete  or  i t e  c r a t e r s  and c r a t e  ring effects,  
me teo r s  and meteor i tes ,  moon, or igin of the so la r  sys tem,  
planets,  and tekti tes.  Each a r t i c l e  i s  abstracted.  
The ma jo r  subject ca tegor ies  a r e :  
5. Air F o r c e  Cambridge Resea rch  Labora tor ies ,  Bedford, 
Massachusetts,  
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF LUNAR AND PLANETARY RESEARCH, 
1961 by J. W. Salisbury,  R.A. Van Tasse l ,  and J. E. M. Adler ,  
July 1962, Report  No. AFCRL 62 -676 (Unclassified).  
This bibliography of l una r  and planetary r e s e a r c h  pub- 
lished in. 1961 contains a l i s t  of a r t i c l e s  both by author and 
by subject, with each ar t ic le  abs t rac ted .  The subject 
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categories  a re :  astrobiology, comets ,  exploration p rograms  
and probes,  interplanetary m a p e t i c  field, meteor i te  c r a t e r s  
and c ra t e r ing  effects,  me teo r s  and meteor i tes ,  moon, origin 
of the so la r  system, planets,  and tekti tes.  
6. A i r  F o r c e  Cambridge R e s e a r c h  Labora tor ies ,  Bedford, 
Massachuset ts ,  
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF LUNAR AND PLANETARY RESEARCH - 
1962 by J. W. Salisbury,  R.A. Van Tasse l ,  J. E. M. Adler ,  
and R .  T. Dodd, Jr., December 1963, Report  No. AFCRL-63- 
903, AD-428 471 (Unclassified).  
A bibliography of lunar and planetary r e s e a r c h  a r t i c l e s  
published in 1962 i s  presented with both subject and author 
en t r ies .  The subject l is t ings,  which a r e  abs t rac ted ,  fa l l  into 
the following ma jo r  categories:  astrobiology, comets ,  explo- 
ra t ion p rograms  and probes,  meteori te  c r a t e r s  and c ra t e r ing  
effects,  me teo r s  and meteori tes ,  moon, or igin of the solar  
sys tem,  planet, and tekti tes.  
7 .  A i r  F o r c e  Cambridge R e s e a r c h  Labora tor ies ,  Bedford, 
Massachuset ts ,  
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF LUNAR AND PLANETARY RESEARCH, 
1963, SPECIAL REPORT by J. W. Salisbury,  R.A. Van Tasse l ,  
J. E.M. Adler ,  R. T. Dodd, J r . ,  and V.G. Smalley,  November 
1964, Report  No. AFCRL-64-885, AFCRL, SR9, AD-608 825 
(Unclassified).  
A bibliography of lunar  and planetary r e s e a r c h  a r t i c l e s  
published in 1963 is presented with both subject and author 
en t r ies .  The subject l is t ings,  which a r e  abs t rac ted ,  fa l l  into 
the following major  categories:  astrobiology, comets ,  
meteor i te  c r a t e r s  and cra te r ing  effects,  me teo r s  and meteor i tes ,  
moon, origin of the so l a r  system, planets,  and tekti tes.  
8. A i r  F o r c e  Cambridge Resea rch  Labora tor ies ,  Bedford, 
Mas s achus e t t  s , 
PLANETARY ENVIRONMENTS by R. A.. Van T a s s e l  and 
J. W. Salisbury,  Handbook of Geophysics and Space Environment, 
1965, N66 -1 0998, N66-10976-02 -1 3 (Unclassif ied) .  
Brief descr ipt ions and tabulated data a r e  presented on the 
environments of Mercury,  Jupi ter ,  Saturn,  Uranus,  Neptune, 
and Pluto. More detailed information is presented fo r  Venus 
and Mars  and includes discussions on the i r  a tmospheres ,  
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t he rma l  environments,  magnetic fields,  sur face  fea tures ,  
satel l i tes ,  and other tabulated data. 
9. Air F o r c e  Weapons Laboratory,  Kirt land Ai r  F o r c e  Base,  
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL RESEARCH, 
EDITION NO. 2 by R. W. Henny, July 1964, Report  No. 
A F W L  TDR64 29, AD-604 105 (Unclassified).  
New Mexico, 
The purpose of this bibliography is to provide a r e fe rence  
source on a l l  e x t r a t e r r e s t r i a l  r e s e a r c h  pertinent to lunar  and 
planetary r e sea rch .  
general, moon, planets , ext r  a te  r r e  s t r  ial ma te r i a l s  , c r a t e r  ing , 
and bibliographies. 
and c r o s s  -indexed. 
It is subdivided into the following categories:  
Each category is separately alphabetized 
10. Air R e s e a r c h  and Development Command, Wright-Pat terson 
Air  F o r c e  Base,  Ohio, 
THE KNOWN PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS O F  THE MOON 
AND THE PLANETS by C. C. Kies s  and K. Lassovsky, July 
1958, TR 58-41, AD 115 617, (Unclassified).  
The physical cha rac t e r i s t i c s  of the Moon, Mercury ,  Venus, 
and Mars  a r e  descr ibed in detail.  The known dimensions,  m a s s e s ,  
and densi t ies  a r e  listed. 
a tmosphere on each  of these bodies a r e  d iscussed  and the 
planetary sur faces  a r e  descr ibed in t e r m s  of the available 
observational evidence. 
tigations a r e  included throughout and show the developnient of 
modern ideas  f rom ea r ly  theories .  
the p rogres s  made in planetary s tudies  through ea r ly  1958. 
The presence  and coniposition of a n  
Details of significant scientific inves - 
This  r epor t  s u m m a r i z e s  
11. Alter ,  D. and Cleminshaw, C. H . ,  
MERCURY, THE SUNBURNED PLANET, Science Digest, 
Vol. 32, December 1952, pp. 77-80. 
Not abstracted.  
12. Antoniadi, E. M. , 
PLANET MERCURY AND THE ROTATION OF SATELLITES, 
(La planete Mercure  e t  la rotation des  satel l i tes .  ), Paris, 
Gauthier-Vil lars ,  1934, DLC (QB611. A5). 
Following the chapters  on genera l i t i es ,  on M e r c u r y ' s  
passage in  f ront  of the Sun and on its geography and rotation, 
30 
the l a s t  two chapters  a r e  devoted to i t s  a tmosphere  and its 
physical conditions, based on $he r e su l t s  obtained by the te le -  
scope of Meudon Observatory.  I t s  albedo, among the most  
faint  of the so l a r  sys tem,  indicates a sur face  composition 
s imi l a r  t o  that of the moon. 
zation a r e  a l so  s imi l a r  to  the moQn's,  i t s  spec t r a  is identical  
with that of the sun. 
to a n  altitude of 16,000 meters .  
clouds a r e  composed of extremely fine dust  r a t h e r  than of 
liquid droplets  o r  ice  needles. 
t imes  a s  much so lar  radiation than the Earth.  Mt. Wilson 
observed 227" to 437" C tempera tures  with a thermocouple.  
The a tmospher ic  p r e s s u r e  i s  very  low. The t empera tu re  
differences between the so la r  and da rk  hemisphere  cause 
vigorous winds with rapid changes, s t ronger  a t  perihelion 
than a t  aphelion lifting probably dust  whirlwinds. 
t empera tu re  d i f fe rences  cause a d e s e r t  surface.  
l ife is not ent i re ly  excluded despite the impossibil i ty of 
vegetation and an imal  life. 
exceedingly c l e a r  observation of the planet Mercury. 
monotony of its e te rna l  night i s  very  often interrupted by 
magnificent observat ions of polar a u r o r a ,  par t icu lar ly  br i l l iant  
at sunspots. 
a n  imaginative picture  of sunr i se  on Mercury  a r e  outstanding 
among the i l lustrat ions.  
While phase effects and .polar i -  
The low-density a tmosphere  might extend 
The faint  and very  volatile 
Mercury  r ece ives  four to  ten  
The 
A fo rm of 
The r a r e  a tmosphere  permi ts  a n  
The 
A s e r i e s  of cloud observat ions f rom Meudon and 
A subject index is provided. 
13.  Antoniadi, E. M. 
TITLE NOT AVAILABLE, Journal of Br i t i sh  Astronomical  
Association, Vo1.45, 1935, p. 256. 
Not abstracted.  
14. Arec ibo  Ionospheric Observatory,  Puer to  Rico, 
RADAR DETERMINATION OF THE ROTATION OF THE 
PLANET MERCURY by G. H. Pettengill  and R. B. Dyce, 
1965, AFOSR 65-2868, AD-629 334, Contract  No. 
AF 49 (638)-1156, (Unclassified).  
Not abstracted.  
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15. Arecibo Ionospheric Observatory,  Puer to  Rico, 
PLANETARY RADAR ASTRONOMY by G. H. Pettengill ,  1965, 
AFOSR-65-1765, AD-625 980, Contract  No. A F  49(638)- 1156, I 
(Unclassified).  
A review i s  presented of the development of r a d a r  as t ronomy 
and its application to the study of planetary orb i t s ,  sur faces ,  
and rotations.  
for  the as t ronomica l  unit of 149, 598, 000 = 500 k i lometers .  
F r o m  the s t rength of the re turned  echoes,  it is possible to 
exclude the presence  of substant ia l  amounts of liquid water  
on Mercury,  Venus, and Mars .  Venus appea r s  to have the 
denses t  sur face ,  approximately the same  a s  for  solid t e r r e s -  
t r i a l  rocks.  
l ike the Moon, but M a r s  has  a sur face  reflectivity which is 
highly var iable  and appears  to  be co r re l a t ed  with sur face  
position. 
I ts  mos t  important  r e su l t  is a n  improved value 
Mercury  appea r s  to re f lec t  i n  mos t  r e spec t s  
The sur face  slopes of Venus appear  to be l e s s  s t eep  than 
in the c a s e  of the Moon, while for  M a r s  they a r e  smoother  yet. 
In the c a s e  of Venus, rotation has  very  reliably been establ ished 
to be 247 f 5 days r e t rog rade  s ide rea l  with a n  axis  or iented 
very  near ly  perpendicular  to  the orb i ta l  plane of the planet. 
16. Arizona University,  Lunar  and Plane tary  Laboratory,  Tucson, 
Arizona, 
LUNAR AND PLANETARY RESEARCH by T. Gehre ls ,  30 
September  1965, AD-621 245, AD-614 170,  AD-614 169, 
Grant  Nonr GO007 5 64 (Unclassified).  
Polar iza t ion  of Venus and Mars  at seven wavelengths was 
observed. Measurements  of Venus f rom 1959 to 1965 show 
fa i r ly  good repet i t ion when observed with inf ra red ,  red ,  and 
g reen  f i l t e rs .  With the ul t raviolet  f i l t e r s ,  however,  app re  - 
ciable  differences a r e  found f r o m  y e a r  to year .  
a r e  presumably caused by var ia t ions  in  the optical  thickness  
of the mQlecular  a tmosphere  above the cloud l aye r s .  O b s e r -  
vations were  made with the 21 -inch r e f l e c t o r s  of the Steward 
Observatory in Tucson and the Lunar  and Plane tary  Labora tory  
in  the Santa Catalina Mountains north of Tucson. 
scoped and ins t rumenta l  polar izat ion was de te rmined  by 
observat ions on nonpolarized s t a r s .  
s t a r s  were  a l so  observed. 
obtained on the polarization of Mercury .  
The differences 
Both t e l e -  
A few strongly polar ized 
A good s e t  of measu remen t s  was 
Polar iza t ion  of the 
32 
whole moon was observed by using the photometers  with a 
one-inch lens  instead of the usual telescope. 
17. Ashbrook, J. 
ASTRONOMICAL YEARBOOK, JOHN BEVIS AND AN 
OCCULTATION O F  MERCURY B Y  VENUS, Sky and Telescope,  
Vol. 16, December 1956, p. 68. 
Not abstracted.  
18. Ashbrook, J. 
FINDINGS FROM MERCURY I S  TRANSIT, Sky and Telescope, 
Vol. 21, January  - Februa ry  1961, pp. 16-20. 
Not abstracted.  
19. Author Unknown, 
EPHEMERIDES O F  MINOR PLANETS FOR 1965 (EFEMERIDY 
MALYKH PLANET NA 1965 GOD), Translated into English 
f r o m  the Russian by the Institute of Theoret ical  Astronomy 
(USSR), M.oscow, Nauka, 1964, N64-26554. 
This  volume contains the elements  of all numbered minor  
planets ,  the dates  of the i r  oppositions, the .ephemerides  of 
planets that will be in opposition during 1965, and the s ta tus  
of observations of minor  planets as of 1 January  1964. 
20. Author Unknown, 
PHYSICS O F  PLANETS, Proceedings of the Eleventh Inter-  
national Astrophysical Symposium, Liege,  9- 12 July 1962, 1963, 
AFCRL-63-457, N63- 16280, Contract No. AF  61( 1052)-586. 
P a p e r s  presented at the Eleventh International Astrophysical 
Symppsium and published in this volume cover  the following: 
internal  construction of the planets , planetary sur faces  and 
a tmospheres  , and special  papers  on the success ive  planets. 
Mercu ry ,  Venus, M a r s ,  Jupi ter ,  and Saturn a re  discussed.  
21. Author Unknown, 
TRANSIT O F  MERCURY, 7 NOVEMBER 1960, Journal  of the 
Br i t i sh  Astronomical Association, Vol. 71,  1961 , p. 238. 
This r epor t  gives many observations of Mercury  by 
d i f fe ren t  obse rve r s  . 
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Ba r re t t  A. H . ,  
MICROWAVE SPECTRAL LINES AS PROBES OF PLANETARY 
ATMOSPHERES, Mem. SOC. Roy. Sc i . ,  Vol. 7 ,  1962, pp. 
197 -219. 
Not  abstracted.  
Battelle Memorial  Institute, Columbus, Ohio, 
LUNAR SURFACE MATERLALS by W. L. Smith and R. J. 
Brison, 30 October 1965, Report  No. RSIC-504, Redstone 
Scient if i c Information C e nt e r , Red stone A r  s enal, Alabama, 
Contract  No. DA-01-021 -AMC -1 1706( Z )  (Unclassified).  
Not  abstracted.  
Briggs,  M. H . ,  
PARTICULATE MATTER IN THE ATMOSPHERES OF THE 
TERRESTRIAL PLANETS, Socie'te' Royale des  Sciences de  
Likge, Me'moires, Cinquikme Se'rie, Tome 7 ,  1963, Phys ics  
of Planets ,  1963, pp. 251 -260,  A63-25348 (Proceedings of 
the Eleventh International Astrophysical  Symposium, Likge, 
Belgium, 9-12 July 1962, University of Likge and United States 
Air Fo rce ,  Institut d 'Astrophysique, Likge, Belgium). 
This  paper i s  a discussion of the evidence for  the composition 
of the hazes  of each of the inner planets.  The Ea r th  p o s s e s s e s  
a wide var ie ty  of chemically different a tmospher ic  par t iculate  
mater ia l s :  water  and ice ,  biogenic hydrocarbons,  f r e e  me ta l s ,  
nitrogen dioxide, and the products  of s i l icate  weathering. On 
the whole, the hazes  of Mercury  a r e  likely to be f luorescent -  
f r ee  rad ica ls  o r  volcanic sulphur.  F o r  Venus, however,  it is 
possible to construct  only a hypothetical model sys t em because 
of the uncertain chemical  composition of the two hazes  p re sen t  
in the atmosphere.  
th ree  types, one due to  dust  s t o r m s ,  another  to  ice  c r y s t a l s ,  
while the third one ( the  so-cal led "blue haze" o r  "violet layer")  
has a n  undefined chemical  composition. 
The hazes  of the M a r s  a tmosphere  a r e  of 
Burke, B. F . ,  and Frankl in ,  K .  L . ,  
OBSERVATIONS O F  A VARIABLE RADIO SOURCE ASSOCIATED 
WITH THE PLANET JUPITER, Journal  of Geophysical Resea rch ,  
Vol. 6 0 ,  No. 2 ,  1955, pp. 213-217. 
Not abstracted.  
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26. California Institute of Technology, J e t  Propuls ion Laboratory,  
THERMAL HISTORY O F  THE MOON AND OF THE TERRES- 
TRIAL PLANETS: NUMERICAL RESULTS by Z. Kopal, 
9 December 1962, Report  No. 32-225, MSD Document No. 
79988, (Unclassified).  
Pasadena,  California, 
The equations governing the distribution of the internal  
tempera ture  and the rma l  dilation deduced in the f i r s t  r epor t  
of this  s e r i e s ,  have been integrated fo r  the c a s e s  of the Moon, 
Mercury,  and Mars ,  on the assumptions that their  sou rces  
of radiogenic heat  (due to  spontaneous disintegration of KM,  
TH232, u235 , and U238 ) a r e  distributed uniformly throughout 
the i r  m a s s  in the s a m e  concentration as exhibited by the 
chondritic meteori tes ,  and that conduction r ep resen t s  the 
principal mechanism of heat flow. The major  pa r t  of this  
r epor t  cons is t s  of the numer ica l  tabulations of the respect ive 
par t icular  solutions for the tempera ture  and t h e r m a l  dilation 
during a t ime span of seven billion y e a r s  constructed for  four  
different values of the coefficient of t he rma l  diffusivity, and 
the var ia t ion of these functions. 
27. Camichel,  H.,  Hugon, M. andRosch ,  J . ,  
MEASUREMENT OF THE DLAMETER OF MERCURY B Y  
HERTZPRUNG'S METHOD ON NOVEMBER 7 ,  1960 (MESURE 
DU DIAMETRE DE MERCURE PAR LA METHODE DE 
HERTZSPRUNG L E  7 NOVEMBRE 1960), Icarus ,  Vol. 3, 
December 1964, pp. 410-422, A65-17763, ( In  French) .  
This paper i s  a description of observations of the t r ans i t  
of Mercury  on 7 November 1960, including a n  account of the use  
of Her tzprung ' s  photometric method and the manner  in which 
the acquired data were  reduced. A genera l  interpretat ion is 
given of the discrepancy between double -image mic romete r  
measu remen t s  and photometric measu remen t s  of s m a l l  disks.  
Labora tory  experiments  have been conducted, affording a 
complete agreement  with this explanation. The effect of the 
l imited d iameter  of the hole used is a l so  discussed and a 
co r rec t ion  computed. 
inches for the angular diameter  at unit distance (corresponding 
to  4960 f 20 ki lometers) ,  and 5. 09 f0. 07 g m / c m 3  f o r  the density. 






Carpenter ,  R. L. and Goldstein, R. M . ,  
RADAR OBSERVATIONS OF MERCURY , Science, Vol. 142, 
18 October 1963, p. 381, A63-25078, Contract  No. NAS 7-100. 
This paper i s  a review of r ada r  observations of Mercury  
during i ts  conjunction in May 1963. 
with 100 kilowatts at a wavelength of 12. 5 cent imeters .  
types of signal process ing  were  used: ( 1 )  the r ece ive r  was 
used in  the configuration of a Dicke rad iometer ,  and the total  
power of the echo was measured;  ( 2 )  the power of the echo 
w a s  analyzed into i t s  frequency components by means  of an  
autocorrelation function approach; and ( 3 ;  a spec t romete r  
w a s  used to  analyze the signal selected by a r ange - ra t e  gate. 
The data obtained provide a confir,mation of the as t ronomica l  
unit reported by Muhleman, based on r ada r  observations of 
Venus during the conjunctions of 1961 and 1962. 
The planet was illuminated 
T h r e e  
Chebotarev, G. A. , 
A NEW DETERMINATION OF THE MASS O F  MERCURY, 
Problem of Cosmogony, Vol. 1, 25 May 1964, pp. 228-235, 
N64 -21 135, (N64 -21 126 14-05). 
The co r rec t ed  value fo r  the m a s s  of Mercury,  according 
to E. Rabe who used the motion of the minor  planet E r o s  in  
his determination, i s  l :ml  = 6,  120, 000 f 43, 000. However,  
only the f i r s t  significant f igure was reliably determined.  
Therefore ,  the problem of fu r the r  determinat ions of the m a s s  
of Mercury ,  a s  before, r ema ins  a n  acute  question of theore t ica l  
astronomy. Also, var ious methods f o r  determining planetary 
m a s s  are discussed.  
Cole, D. M . ,  
MERCURY, "DEEP FREEZE" OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM, 
Saturday Review, 1 Februa ry  1964, pp. 54-55. 
Not abstracted.  
Cole, D. M. , 
MERCURY MISSIONS SEEN MORE USEFUL THAN MARS 
VENUS PROBES, Miss i les  and Rockets ,  Vol. 12, No. 34, 
24 June 1963, pp. 37-38. 
It is shown that the problem of Mercury  fl ights,  i n  t e r m s  
The ma jo r  
of velocity requi rements ,  a r e  of the s a m e  o r d e r  as those 
involved in  flights t o  the Moon, Mars ,  and Venus. 
36 
aspec ts  of exploration of Mercury include the possibil i ty of 
finding l a rge  quantit ies of f rozen light e lements ,  par t icular ly  
carbon, oxygen, hydrogen,and nitrogen, on da rk  s ide and 
possible value of tenous atmosphere in decelerat ing space-  
c r a f t  p r io r  to landing. 
requi rements  fo r  var ious astronaut ical  objectives in  inner  
so l a r  system. 
unmanned vehicles.  
The table includes total  velocity change 
Four  miss ions  a r e  considered fo r  manned and 
32. Colombo, G . ,  
ROTATIONAL PERIOD OF THE PLANET MERCURY, Nature,  
Vol. 208, 6 November 1965, p. 575, A66-13265. 
This  paper is a comment  on Pea le  and Gold's r ecen t  
explanation of Mercury ' s  59 f 5-day rotational period, d e t e r -  
mined f r o m  r a d a r  Doppler-spread measurements .  
a s y m m e t r y  of Mercury ' s  iner t ia  ell ipsoid may resu l t  in a 
torque that counterbalances the t idal  torque, giving a s table  
motion with this orientation and with a period two-thirds  of 
the orb i ta l  period, o r  about 58. 65 days. It would therefore  
be possible for  Mercury to have a permanent  rigidity higher 
than that  permit ted by Pea le  and Gold's model. 
The ax ia l  
33. Cornel1 University, Ithaca, New York, 
RANGE, DECLINATION, AND DOPPLER-SHIFT CALCULA- 
TIONS FOR AN INTERPLANETARY RADAR by L. M. LaLonde, 
TN-60-1161, AD-250 477, Contract  No. A F  I9 (604)-6158 
( Unclassified). 
Effor ts  will  be made  to receive a r a d a r  echo f r o m  planets 
using the  faci l i t ies  of the Arecibo Radio Observatory.  Ca l -  
culations show that Venus, Mars ,  Mercury,  and Jupi te r  a r e  
likely r a d a r  t a rge t s  f o r  this facility. 
predetermined motion with respec t  to  the r a d a r  on the Ea r th ' s  
sur face ,  and to tune a narrow-band rece iver  to  the frequency 
of the ref lected echo,  Doppler shifts  mus t  be predicted.  An 
approximate equation for  the relat ive velocity of a planet is 
given. P lo t s  of re la t ive velocity and Doppler shift a r e  given 
as wel l  as plots of range and declination f o r  the likely t a rge t s  
(planets)  f o r  the y e a r s  1960 through 1967. 
The planets have a 
34. Cragg ,  T . ,  and Heath, M. B. B . ,  and Haas,  W. H. ,  
MERCURY, Strolling Astronomer,  Vol. 4, No. 1, 1950. 
Not abstracted.  
37 
35. Cragg, T. and O'Toole,  D. O . ,  
MERCURY, Strolling Ast ronomer ,  Vol. 5, No. 3, 1951. 
Not abstracted.  
36. Cruikshank, D. P., 
MERCURY'S LIBRATION IN LONGITUDE, Strolling Ast ronomer ,  
Vol. 17, March-Apri l  1963, pp. 72-73. 
The l ibration in longituce of Mercury  is expressed  
graphically as  a function of ciays pas t  perihelion. 
37 .  Cruikshank, D. P. , 
OBSERVATIONS OF VENUS AND MERCURY WITH LARGE 
APERTURES, Strolling Ast ronomer ,  Vol. 13, 1959, pp. 108-1 15. 
Not abstracted.  
38. Cruikshank, D. P., 
POSSIBLE LUMINESCENCE EFFECTS ON MERCURY , Nature,  
Vol. 209, 12 F e b r u a r y  1966, p. 701, A66-23558. 
Study of a s e r i e s  of visual  observat ions of Mercury  
confirming that var ia t ions in the intensity of ce r t a in  of i t s  
markings can occur  in a ma t t e r  of hours.  F o u r  drawings 
based on the observat ions a r e  presented that cover  a nine- 
day period, in which progress ive  darkening of the southern 
cusp  i s  apparent.  
l a r i t i es  between Mercury  and the Moon, the chLnges in  sur face  
cont ras t  on Mercury may be <ue  to  luminescence effects of the 
surface ma te r i a l s ,  as  is probable for  the Moon. Observations 
cover the period 1958 through 1964, using a var ie ty  of t e l e -  
scopes up to  82 inches i n  aper ture .  
It i s  suggested that  because of many s i m i -  
39. Cruikshank, D. P., 
SOME OBSERVATIONS OF MERCURY IN JUNE 1960 AND 
SOME COMMENTS ON A COMPOSITE DRAWING TECHNIQUE, 
Strolling Ast ronomer ,  Vol. 15, 1961, p. 469. 
Not abstracted.  
40. Danjon, A. , 
PHOTOMETRIE ET COLORIMETRIE DES PLANETES MERCURE 
ET VENUS, Bulletin Astronomique, Vol. 14, 1949, p. 315. 
Not abstracted.  
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41. Danjon, A . ,  
MAGNITUDE E T  ALBEDO VISUELS DE LA PLANETE MERCURE 
(RECTIFICATIF),  Comptes Rendus Hebdomadaires des  Seances 
de 1'Academic des  Sciences,  Vol. 238, 1954, pp. 1371 -1372. 
Not abstracted.  
42. de Vaucouleurs, G . ,  
GEOMETRIC AND PHOTOMETRIC PARAMETERS O F  THE 
TERRESTRLAL PLANETS, Icarus,  Vol. 3, September 1964, 
pp. 187-235, A64-27096, Contract  No. NASr-21(04). 
Cr i t ica l  examination of the d i ame te r s ,  el l ipticit ies,  and 
spec t r a l  albedos of Mercury,  Venus, and Mars ,  derived by 
var ious obse rve r s  in the course of the pas t  100 years .  The 
systematic  and accidental  e r r o r s  in the var ious methods a r e  
d iscussed ,  and the r e su l t s  a r e  weighted accordingly to  p ro -  
duce best  es t imates  of the d i ame te r s ,  el l ipticit ies,  and 
albedos f o r  the three  planets. 
43. de  Vaucouleurs, G . ,  
RECONNAISSANCE OF THE NEARER PLANETS - - -  A SURVEY 
O F  PLANETARY PROBLEMS IN THE SPACE AGE, USAF OSR 
DRA-61-1, November 1961, AD 276833, MSD Document 
No. 92513. 
This  repor t  i s  divided into two par t s .  The f i r s t  pa r t  i s  
a summary  of the best  present  information on the planets 
Mercury ,  Venus, and Mars ,  gained a lmost  ent i re ly  froin 
ground-based observator ies .  
these methods could be extended to observat ions f rom balloon 
observa tor ies ,  and especially f r o m  space probes and o rb i t e r s  
in  the immediate  vicinity of the planets.  
The second pa r t  outlines how 
44. Dollfus, A . ,  
OBSERVATION OF AN ATMOSPHERE AROUND THE PLANET 
MERCURY, Comptes  Rendus Hebdomadaires des  Seances 
de  1'Academic des  Sciences,  Vol. 231, 1950, p. 1430. 
Not abstracted.  
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45. Dyce, R. B. and Pettengill ,  G. H . ,  
RADAR OBSERVATION OF THE MOON AND THE FOUR 
NEAREST PLANETS USING THE ARECIBO ANTENNA, 
Institute of Elec t r ica l  and Electronics  Engineers ,  Boston 
Section, 1965, p. 182, A66-25535, ( N e r e m  Record  1965; 
Northeast  Electronics  R e s e a r c h  and Enginee ring Meeting, 
Boston, Massachuset ts ,  3-5 November 1965, P a p e r s ,  
V o l .  7 ,  (A66-25501 13-09). 
This paper  is the resu l t s  of a n  investigation of the Moon, 
Mercury,  Venus, Mars ,  and Jupi te r  by pulse r a d a r  a t  430. 0 
mill iseconds between 1963 and 1965 at the Arecibo Ionospheric 
Observatory.  A pr incipal  objective of the planetary obser  - 
vation was to de te rmine  values of round-trip-delay to a few 
par t s  i n  l o 8  and values of bulk Doppler shift approaching 
0. 1 cycle pe r  second accuracy ,  both of which were  incorporated 
into a cooperative p rogram to improve the orbi ta l  ephemer ides .  
Simultaneous analysis  of the delay and frequency d ispers ion  of 
echoes re turned  f rom Venus permit ted its angular rotation 
to be de te rmined  in  spite of the optical  obscurat ion of the 
Venusian cloud layer .  The spec t r a l  breadth measu remen t s  
of the rotation rate of Mercury  were  not compatible with i t s  
accepted synchronous rotation, but favored a 59 f 5 day, d i r e c t  
s iderea l  rotation period. Frequency  spec t rum measuremen t s  
of M a r s  taken within each 10-millisecond pulse indicated that 
its sur face  is smoother  general ly  than that of Venus, and that  
regions of unusual smoothness  pas s  a c r o s s  its sub rada r  point. 
46. Epstein, E. E . ,  
DISK TEMPERATURES OF MERCURY AND MARS AT 3 . 4  MM, 
Astrophysical  Journa l ,  Vol. 143, F e b r u a r y  1966, pp. 597- 598, 
A66 -22786, Cont rac t  No. A F  04( 695) -469. 
Determination of the c i sk  t e m p e r a t u r e s  of Mercury  an6 
A blackbody d isk  t e m p e r a t u r e  of 
M a r s  on the bas i s  of observat ions made  at 3.  4 mi l l ime te r s  in  
Apri l  1965 a re  discussed.  
190" += 40" K is obtained for  M a r s ,  while in the case of M e r -  
cury  the daily values of the blackbody d isc  t e m p e r a t u r e  ranged 
f rom 130" to 320" K,  the ave rage  value being 220"  f 35" K. 
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47. Epstein, E. E . ,  
ME-RCURY: ANOMALOUS ABSENCE FROM THE 3.4-MILLI- 
METER RADIO EMISSION OF VARIATION WITH PHASE, 
Science, Vol. 151 (3709), 28  Janpary 1966, pp. 445-447. 
DLC repor t s  that during observations of Mercury  f r o m  
16 July through 17 October 1965 a t  3. 4 mi l l imeters  with the 
15-foot (4.  57 m e t e r s )  antenna of the Space Radio Systems Fac i l i ty  
of Aerospace Corporation, no significant var ia t ion with phase 
was recorded,  even though the observat ions covered a lmost  a 
complex revolution of Mercury. The phase curve  of Mercury  
i s  shown graphically. 
br ightness  tempera ture  of only ~ 2 0 0 ~  K that was recorded when 
major  f rac t ions  of the illuminated hemisphere  were  visible and 
the apparent  absence of any strong var ia t ion with phase. 
f ea tu re s  were  completely unexpected. 
The most significant f ea tu re s  a r e  the 
Both 
48. Er ickson ,  W. C. and Brissenden, P . ,  
A SEARCH FOR DECAMETRIE RADIATION FROM SEVERAL 
PLANETS, The Astrophysical Journal ,  Vol. 136, 1962, p. 1140. 
An upper l imit  of 3 x wm-2 ( c / s ) "  a t  26. 3 mega-  
cycles  p e r  second was established fo r  Mercury.  
49. Evans,  J. V . ,  Brockelman, R. A . ,  Henry, J. C. , Hyde, G.M.,  
Kra f t ,  L. G.,  Reid,  W. A . ,  and Smith, W. W . ,  
RADIO ECHO OBSERVATIONS OF VENUS AND MERCURY AT 
23 CM WAVELENGTH, Astronomical  Journal ,  Vol. 70, 
September  1965, pp. 486-501, A65-35290. 
Rada r  observations in 1964 of the planets Venus and 
Mercury  conducted a t  the Millstone Hill r a d a r  observatory 
a r e  discussed.  
together with detai ls  of i ts  operation, and the data gathering 
and reduction procedures  a r e  descr ibed.  
f rom March to October a t  approximately weekly intervals.  
dis tance to  Venus was determined with an  accuracy  of about 
f 75 k i lometers  a t  the beginning and end of th i s  period and 
f 1. 5 k i lometers  throughout June and July. The velocity of 
Venus with r e spec t  to the Ear th  was a l so  measured ,  the 
accu racy  varying between f 10 to  f 1 cent imeter  per  second. 
These  values which a r e  tabulated a r e  cur ren t ly  being employed 
to  refine some of the elements of the orb i t s  of Ea r th  and Venus 
and the value for  the AU. Echoes f rom Mercury  were  obtained 
The r ada r  equipment employed for  this work, 






on five days around the infer ior  conjunction occurr ing  on 
30 Apr i l  1964. 
1 0  percent  of the projected area of the disk. 
section f o r  Venus had a n  average  value of 15 percent ,  which 
i s  c lose  to m o s t  other  values at me te r  and dec imeter  wave- 
lengths. The sca t te r ing  proper i tes  of Venus were  explored 
using a var ie ty  of pulse lengths to fully reso lve  different regions.  
It is concluded that Venus has  a sur face  that is considerably 
smoother  than the Moon's. 
e lements  in  the range of about 5 to 50 m e t e r s  a c r o s s  a p p e a r s  
to be eight degrees .  The re  are ,  however, regions that a r e  
distinctly rough and cause  a lowering of the r a d a r  c r o s s  sect ion 
when rotated under  the sub rada r  point. By cont ras t ,  Mercury  
appea r s  somewhat rougher than the Moon. Attempts  to  obtain 
echoes f rom M a r s  during opposition in 1965 a r e  briefly s u m -  
marized.  
integrating the s igna ls  f o r  four nights. 
The r a d a r  c r o s s  sect ion appeared  to  be about 
The r a d a r  c r o s s  
The ave rage  s lope of su r face  
A stat is t ical ly  significant echo was  obtained a f t e r  
Ewing, A . ,  
MERCURY CROSSES SUN'S FACE, Science News Letter, 
Vol. 64, 7 November 1953, pp. 298-299. 
Not abs t rac ted .  
Field,  G. B.,  
ATMOSPHERE O F  MERCURY, The Ast ronomica l  Journa l ,  
Vol. 67, 1962, pp. 575-576. 
Kuiper pointed out that  radiogenic a rgon  might be retained 
on Mercury ,  
of Dollfus. t imes  the 
m a s s  of Mercury ,  and the s a m e  ra t io  f o r  the e a r t h  is 1. 1 x 
Is this because the mass and consti tution of the mant le ,  the 
effectiveness of degassing,  and the lack  of exospheric  e scape  
a r e  all similar fo r  the two planets.  
This would explain the polar izat ion measu remen t s  
The quoted mass of argon is 1 .0  x 
Field,  G . ,  
'THE ATMOSPHERE O F  MERCURY, New York,  John Wiley 
and Sons, Inc . ,  1964, pp 269-276,  The Origin and Evolution 
of Atmospheres  and Oceans ,  Proceedings  of a Conference ,  
NASA, Goddard Space Fl ight  Center ,  Goddard Insti tute f o r  
Space Studies,  New York, New York, 8, 9 Apri l  1963, 
(A65-33289 21-30, A65-33300). 
This paper is a descr ip t ion  of evidence that the planet 
Mercury  has  an  a tmosphe re ,  and a tentat ive in te rpre ta t ion  of 
42 
this evidence. 
because the escape velocity of s u c h  a body (with a radius  
30 percent  g rea t e r  than that of the Moon, but with 4. 2 t imes  
more  m a s s )  is sma l l  and the high sur face  t empera tu re  approaches 
the c r i t i ca l  value for  the exospheric escape  of light gases .  
Measurements  by Dollfus over t h e  sur face  of Mercury revealed 
differential  polarization effects. 
moon, the polarization depended on the inclination of the sur face  
to sunlight - a n  effect which is explainable by the presence  of a n  
atmosphere.  A second factor  in  support  of a Mercur ian  a t m o s -  
phere  is the systematic  tendency of the measu remen t s  of 
br ightness  t empera tu re  in  the th ree  cent imeter  wavelength made  
in 1960 (Michigan University) to l i e  above the theoret ical  cu rve  
assuming a dark-s ide  tempera ture  of 0"  K. One interpretat ion 
of these measurements  i s  that Mercury  may have a n  a rgon  
atmosphere.  
It was thought that  no a tmosphere  would ex is t  
Unlike observat ions of the 
53. F i tzgera ld ,  A. P., 
MERCURY: AN HISTORICAL ERROR, I r i sh  Astronomical  
Journal ,  Vol 1, 1960, pp. 15-17. 
Not abs t rac ted .  
54. Fore ign  Technology Division, Wright-Pat terson Air  F o r c e  Base ,  
Ohio, 
NEWS ABOUT MERCURY (CARBON DIOXIDE HAS BEEN 
REVEALED IN THIS PLANET'S ATMOSPHERE), October 1965, 
T T - 6 5 -6 4 1 5 1, AD - 62 2 3 6 1 , F TD - TT -6 5 - 1 2 40, ( Uncla s s if ied). 
Vasiliy Moroz, while observing Mercury  made a new and 
in te res t ing  discovery.  
of the spectrum of Mercury on long waves, 1. 1 to 3.9 microns.  
No photoplates a r e  sensit ive to these  r ays ,  and the spec t rum 
was not photographed, but recorded by a photoelectric spec-  
t r o m e t e r  connected to a 125 cent imeter  te lescope reflector.  
An ana lys i s  of the recordings revealed a band of carbon dioxide 
at wavelengths of 1. 575 to  1.606 microns.  Calculations showed 
that  5. 2 g r a m s  of carbon dioxide was contained over  each square 
cent imeter  of Mercury ' s  surface.  The a tmospher ic  p r e s s u r e  on 
the planet was established to  be 1.9 mil l ibars .  
He investigated the far inf ra red  region 
55. Gaherty,  G.,  Jr. 
INTERIM REPORT ON MERCURY IN 1958 AND 1959, Strolling 
Ast ronomer ,  Vol. 14, 1960, p. 96. 





Gaherty,  G . ,  Jr. 
MERCURY IN 1960, Strolling Ast ronomer ,  Vol. 15, November - 
December 1961, pp. 187-191. 
Not abstracted.  
General  Electr ic  Company, Missile and Space Division, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 
FURTHER STATISTICAL EVIDENCE FOR ASSUMING THAT 
THE PLANET MERCURY HAS A U G N E T I C  FIELC by 
R. C. Good, J r . ,  July 1966, Report  No. R66SD42, AD-487 031, 
( Uncla s sified). 
The heliographic longitude of the planet Mercury h a s  been 
noted f o r  each so la r  proton event recorded on Earth.  
compared with the heliographic longitude of the attending so lar  
f lares,  14 ( instead of the average  6 )  out of the 30 events occurred  
when Mercury  was within 40 degrees .  
taken to indicate that a magnetic field about the planet Mercury  
may influence the so la r  f l a r e  proton t r a j ec to r i e s  to inc rease  
the flux striking the Earth.  
the protons to  be turned towards Ear th  a r e  not l a rge  (60  - 80 
degrees) .  
to the f l a r e s  and would requi re  a la rge  deflection in proton 
t ra jec tor ies .  
When 
This phenomenon i s  
The deflection angle requi red  for  
Comparable  data for  Venus indicate i t  was not c lose  
General  Electr ic  Company, Missi le  and Space Division, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 
STATISTICAL EVIDENCE FOR A MAGNETIC FIELD OF 
MERCURY by R. C. Good, J r . ,  March  1966, R66SD8, 
AD-487 031, (Unclassified).  
The heliographic longitude of the planet Mercury  has  been 
noted for  each so lar  proton event recorded  on Earth.  
compared with the heliographic longitude of the attending s o l a r  
f la res ,  14 ( instead of the average  6 )  out of the 30 events occurred  
wher, Mercury  w a s  within 40 degrees .  
taken to  indicate that Mercury may influence the so la r  f l a r e  
proton t ra jec tor ies  to  inc rease  the f l u x  s t r iking the Earth.  
differential  equations of motion f o r  100 mill ion e lec t ron  volts 
protons in a r e s t r i c t ed  magnetic dipole-type field a r e  solved 
f o r  t ra jec tor ies  on the magnetic equator.  
(deflection f rom original  direct ion)  is found to have a broad 
maximum nea r  80 degrees .  
ical  data on the position of the planet Mercury .  
When 
This  phenomenon is 
The 
The exit angle 
This  c o m p a r e s  wel l  with a s t ronom-  







of the magnetic moment necessary to  accomplish such deflections 
i s  shown to be reasonable  s incesi t  would produce a magnetic 
field of 0. 008 gauss  on the surface of Mercury.  
Genera l  Electr ic  Company, Missile and Space Division, 
Phila de lphia, Pennsylvania, 
THE PLANET MERCURY: A TWENTY -YEAR SURVEY OF 
T H E  LITERATURE by R. Bernstein,  March  1964, R64SD20, 
N66-10436, (Unclassified). 
A bibliography is  presented on the planet Mercury  and 
includes 145 re ferences  published over  the pas t  20  years ,  37 
of which have abs t rac ts .  This collection was intended a s  a 
s tar t ing point for  a prel iminary study t o  consider  sending a n  
unmanned scientific probe to  the planet. 
Georgetown College Observatory,  Washington, D. C. , 
RECENT STUDIES OF T H E  KNOWN PHYSICAL CHARACTER- 
ISTICS O F  THE MOON AND THE PLANETS by C. C. Kiess  
and D. S. Birney, December 1960, Report  No. AFCRL TN-60- 
666, AD-253 575, Contract  No. AF-19( 604)-7203, (Unclassified).  
Not abstracted.  
Gingerich, O.,  
VENUS AND MERCURY, Canadian Nature,  Vol. 19, 1957, 
pp. 188-190. 
Not abstracted.  
Goldreich,  P., 
TIDAL DE-SPIN O F  PLANETS AND SATELLITES, Nature, 
Vol. 208, 23 October 1965, pp. 375-376, A66-12892. 
Analysis of the effects of t idal  f r ic t ion on the rotation of 
Mercury  and the Moon. The r e su l t s  for  Mercury  indicated 
that, cont ra ry  to  the belief expressed by Pea le  and Gold, the 
so l a r  torque exerted on the tidal bulge does not exceed that 
exer ted on any permanent  deformation f rom axial  symmetry ,  
except fo r  the c a s e  of an ax isymmetr ic  planet. A possible 







Gossner ,  S. D . ,  
MEDIEVAL ASTRONOMERS ERRED IN DESCRIBING MERCURY 
AND VENUS, Natural  History,  Vol .  72, Februa ry  1963, pp. 18-19. ~ - - - _ _ _  
Not abs t rac ted .  
Haas,  W. H . ,  
A TEN-YEAR STUDY O F  MERCURY AND ITS ATMOSPHERE, 
Popular Astronomy, Vol .  55, 1951, pp. 137-148. 
-_I-- 
Not a b s t r a c t e d . 
Haddock, F. T . ,  
RADAR AND RADIO STUDIES OF THE MOON ANT) THE 
PJANETS RECENT PROGRESS (1960-1963), New York, 
American  Elsevier  Publishing C o .  , Inc . ,  1966, pp. 86-108, 
A66 -21 063,  Contract  No. Nonr -1 224( 16), P r o g r e s s  i T i  Radio 
Science 1960- 1963, Vol. 5 - Radio Astronomy; Proceedings 
of Corriiiiission V on Radio Astronomy during the 15th Genera l  
Assembly of URSI, Tokyo, Japan,  September  1963. (A66 - 
21058 10-30). 
This paper  is a discussion of some of the highlights of 
recent  d i scover ies  and measurenien ts  of the moon and planets 
f rom 1960 to  1963. 
r ada r  echoes f rom M a r s  and Mercury ,  rad io  emis s ion  f r o m  
the Moon, Mercury, and Venus a r c  considered together with 
microwave einission f r o m  Jupi ter ,  and rad io  emiss ion  f r o m  
Saturn. 
Radar  s tudies  of the Moon and Venus, 
Heath, M. B. B. ,  
TIIE BRIGHTNESS O F  MERCURY AT ITS GREATEST 
ELONGATIONS, Journa l  of the Br i t i sh  Ast ronomica l  As s ociati  on, 
Vol. 68, 1958, pp. 30-32. 
Not a bs t r a  c t ed. 
Heath, M. B. B. , 
THE ELONGATIONS OF MERCURY, 1956 TO 2000,  Jou rna l  
of the Br i t i sh  Astronomical  Associat ion,  Vol. 66, 1956, 
pp. 68-71. 
___- 
Not abs t rac ted .  
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68. Heath, M. B. B . ,  
1 .  
I 
THE LIBRATION O F  MERCURY, Journa l  of the Br i s t i sh  
Astronomical  Association, Vol .  69, 1959, pp. 16-48. - 
N o t  abstracted.  
69. Heath, M. B. B. , 
THE PHASES OF MERCURY AT ITS GREATEST ELONGATIONS, 
Jou rna l  of the Br i t i sh  Astronomical  Association, Vol. 67, 
pp. 318-320. 
Not abstracted.  
70. Heath, M. B. B . ,  
TABLES OF MERCURY, Journa l  of the Br i t i sh  Astronomical  
Association, Vol. 69, 1959, pp. 42-46. 
Not abstracted.  
71. Heath, M. B. B . ,  
THE VISIBILITY AND BRIGHTNESS OF THE PLANET MER- 
CURY , Journa l  of the Br i t i sh  Astronomical  Association, 
Vol. 61, 1951, pp. 43-45. 
Not abstracted.  
7 2 .  Hess ,  L. ,  
ATMOSPHERES OF OTHER PLANETS, Science, Vol. 128, 
10 October 1958, pp. 809-814. 
Not abstracted.  
73. Hodge, P. W . ,  
THE ATMOSPHERE OF THE PLANET MERCURY, Transac t ions  
of the Amer ican  Geophysical Union, Vol. 45, 1964, p. 631. 
The  optical  and radio observations of the planet Mercury  
place rough upper l imi t s  on the to ta l  amount of a tmosphere  the 
planet can  have. The smal les t  upper l imit  is that imposed by 
considerat ion of meteori t ic  erosion, which can  be in te rpre ted  
t o  indicate a n  upper l imi t  of 0. 1 mi l l ibar  sur face  p r e s s u r e .  
Th i s  can  be compared with a recent  negative r e su l t  in  a s e a r c h  
f o r  a tmospher ic  l ines  using the v e r y  high d ispers ion  of the 
120-inch Lick te lescope ' s  coude spectrograph. The th ree  
47 
previously reported measu remen t s  of Mercury ' s  a tmosphere ,  
together, a r e  inconsistent with the above. At l ea s t  two of 
them must  be incor rec t .  
74.  Hodge, P . ,  
INTERACTION OF THE PLANET MERCURY WITH INTER - 
PLANETARY MATERIAL, Socikte' Royale des  Sciences de 
Likge, Mc!moires, Cinquikme Se'rie, Tome 7 ,  1963; Phys ics  
of Planets ;  Proceedings of the Eleventh International As t ro -  
physical Symposium, Likge, Belgium, 9 -12 July 1962, 
University of Likge and United States  Air  F o r c e ,  Insti tut  
d 'Astrophysique, L i ige ,  Belgium, 1963, pp. 261 -268, 
A6 3 - 2 5 349. 
This  paper  is a n  evaluation of the r a t e  of e ros ion  of 
The re  is 
The eros ion  r a t e  
Mercury ' s  sur face  due to  meteor i t ic  encounters ,  assuming 
tha t  Mercury  has  no appreciable  a tmosphere.  
some evidence that a sma l l  a tmosphere  on the bright side 
i s  detected by polarization measu res .  
on this side would be unaffected by an  a tmosphere  of l e s s  
than about 0. 1 mil l ibar  p r e s s u r e ,  which is approximately 
the p r e s s u r e  a t  the leve l  a t  which meteoroids  a r e  dece lera ted  
by the Ea r th ' s  a tmosphere.  
the Earth 's  is the maximum allowable if Mercury ' s  sunward 
sur face  i s  extensively eroded meteorit ically.  
of 3 x 
would never  r each  Mercury ' s  sunward surface.  
An a tmosphere  of lo -*  t i m e s  
Dollfus' value 
Ea r th  a tmospheres  i s  so  g r e a t  th.at mos t  metero ids  
75. Howard, W. E . ,  Ba r re t t ,  A. H . ,  andHaddock,  F. T . ,  
MEASUREMENT O F  MICROWAVE RADIATION FROM THE 
PLANET MERCURY, The Astrophysical  Journa l ,  Vol. 136, 
1962, pp. 995-1004. 
The microwave emiss ion  f r o m  the planet Mercury  h a s  been 
measured  relat ive to the flux density of t h r e e  rad io  s o u r c e s  a t  
wavelengths of 3. 45 and 3. 75 cent imeters .  A subsolar  point 
temperature  of 1100" +300"K is der ived if i t  is a s sumed  that 
the tempera ture  dis t r ibut ion of the sunlight sur face  v a r i e s  as  
the one-quar te r  power of c o s  &where  e is the angle of incidence 
of so la r  radiation, and that the t e m p e r a t u r e  of the d a r k  h e m i -  
sphere i s  zero.  
radioactive heating and lunar- type insulating dus t  l aye r  on 
the sur face  a r e  assumed.  
A lower subsolar  t e m p e r a t u r e  is  obtained if 
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76. IIT R e s e a r c h  Institutuion, Astro Sciences Center ,  Chicago, I l l inois,  
SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR MERCURY MISSIONS, DIGEST 
REPORT by T. C. Owen, 30 Apri l  1964, NASA-CR-58121: P-6 ,  
N64-26599, Contract  No. NASr -65( 06) (Unclassified).  
Work in  the following a r e a s  is summarized:  (1 )  solid 
s ta te  device design; ( 2 )  mater ia l s  r e sea rch ;  ( 3 )  band s t ruc tu re  
and spectroscopy of solids; (4)  spectroscopy of magnetic sol ids;  
(5 )  t ransi t ion-metal  and r a r e - e a r t h  compounds; a n d  ( 6 )  optics 
and infrared.  
77. Jas t row,  R. and Rasool, S .  I., 
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES, New York, Gordon and Breach  
Science Publ i shers ,  Inc. ,  1965, pp. 669 -699, A66-15759, 
(Introduction to  Space Science). 
A study of the proper t ies  and cha rac t e r i s t i c s  of the a t m o s -  
pheres  of the planets and their  composition is discussed. The 
effect of gravitational escape  on the composition of a planet ' s  
a tmosphere  is examined in t e r m s  of density distribution in the 
exosphere.  Temperature ,  density, and composition a r e  the 
basic  a tmospher ic  data. Of these,  t empera ture  is the mos t  
important  because it direct ly  re f lec ts  the p rocesses  of abso rp -  
tion of so la r  energy which, in turn,  determine a tmospher ic  
s t ruc ture .  The probable composition and proper t ies  of the 
a tmosphe res  of Mercury ,  Mars ,  Venus, and Jupi ter  a r e  
descr ibed.  
78. Je f fe rys ,  W. H. ,  
ROTATION OF THE PLANET MERCURY, Science, Vol. 152, 
8 A p r i l  1966, pp. 201 -202, A66-26287. 
The equations of motion fo r  the rotation of Mercury  a r e  
solved for  the genera l  ca se  by an  asymptotic expansion. 
findings of Liu and O'Keefe, obtained by numer ica l  integration 
of a special  case,  that  i t  is  possible fo r  Mercury ' s  rotation t o  
be locked into a 2:3 resonance with i t s  revolution, a r e  con-  
f i rmed  in detail.  The general  solution has fur ther  applications.  
The 
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79. California Institute of Technology, J e t  Propuls ion Labora tory ,  
Pasadena,  California, 
ASTRONAUTICS INFORMATION, RADIOMETRY AND PHOTO- 
METRY O F  THE MOON AND PLANETS by E. Ba rbe r ,  
September 1961, LS345, NASW6, AD-264 330 (Unclassified).  
Mater ia l  i s  presented on photometry,  spectrophotoizletry, 
co lor imet ry ,  ant1 other  methods of studying the surfac:Ts and 
a tmospheres  of the planets in the visual,  ultraviolet ,  and 
inf ra red  regions.  The ma te r i a l  is  divided into nine sect ions 
covering the ma jo r  planets,  the moon, and lunar  ec l ipses .  
A genera l  sect ion contains survey  a r t i c l e s  and s o m e  
selected re ferences  o n  instruirentat ion.  An author incloy i s  
included. In each section, with the exception of lunar  eclipses, 
the ma te r i a l  is divided into books, r epor t s ,  and per iodicals .  
Books a r e  a r r anged  in  alphabetical  o rde r  by author  and r epor t s  
in alphabetical  o r d e r  by source.  
recent  a r t ic les ,  per iodicals  a r e  l isted in chronological o r d e r  
by yea r ,  and within each yea r  in alphabetical  o rde r  by journal .  
Lunar ecl ipses  a r e  a r r anged  in chronological o r d e r  by date  of 
ecl ipse,  with the mos t  recent  ecl ipsc appearing first .  Abs t r ac t s  
found in the re ference  source  a r e  published in  whole o r  in par t ,  
and the source  is  noted whenever possible.  
Beginning with the mos t  
80. Kel lermann,  K. I . ,  
RADIO OBSERVATIONS O F  MERCURY, VENUS , MARS, 
SATURN, AND URANUS, Journa l  of Resea rch ,  Section D - 
Radio Science, Vol. 69D, December  1965, pp. 1574-1575, 
(Symposium o n  Planetary Atmospheres  and Surfaces ,  Dorado ,  
Puerto Rico, 24-27 May 1965, Pape r .  ), A66-20110. 
Summary  of the r e su l t s  of observat ions of rad io  emis s ion  
f rom Mercury ,  Venus, M a r s ,  Saturn,  and Uranus made  with 
the CSIRO 21 0 -  foot rad io  te lescope at P a r k e s  is  d i scussed .  A 
descr ipt ion of the main  r e su l t s  f o r  each  planet is  given. The 
blackbody t empera tu re  fo r  Mercury  is plotted as  a function of 
planetocentric phase angle. 
Venus a t  11, 21. 30, and 50 cen t ime te r s  is given and that of 
M a r s  and Saturn both at  6, 11, and 21 cen t ime te r s  i s  a l s o  
tabulated. 
The  blackbody t e m p e r a t u r e  of 
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81. Kellermann, K. I . ,  
11 -CM OBSERVATIONS OF THE TEMPERATURE OF MERCURY, 
Nature,  Vol. 205, 13 March 1965, pp. 1091- 1092, A65-22205. 
Determination of the tempera ture  distribution a t  the sur face  
of Mercury,  based on measurements  of the mean disk t e m p e r -  
a tu re  over a wide range of phase angles a s  the planet moves 
in  its orbi t  around the Sun is discussed.  Observations were  
made on 10 separa te  days during May and June 1964 a t  a wave- 
length of 11 cent imeters  for  planetocentric phase angles e f r o m  
29 degrees  to 149 degrees  ( e  i s  the angle between the Sun and 
the Ea r th  a s  seen  f r o m  Mercury) .  The observations were  made  
by scanning back and for th  in  declination over a range of about 
45 minute of a r c  approximately centered  on the declination of 
Mercury.  It i s  found that the sur face  t empera tu re  does not 
exhibit the s t rong dependence on phase angle that i t  was 
expected to. In par t icu lar ,  the observat ions a t  l a rge  phase 
angles ,  where  only 10 to  15 percent  of the visible disk was 
i l luminated by the Sun, indicate a t empera tu re  of about 250" K 
on the da rk  hemisphere.  This, taken with other  considerat ions,  
s e e m s  to indicate that a tmospheric  convection plays a n  i m p o r -  
tant ro le  i n  determining the tempera ture  distribution on the 
sur face  of Mercury.  
82.  Kopal, Z . ,  
STRESS HISTORY O F  THE MOON AND O F  TERRESTRIAL 
PLANETS, Icarus ,  Vol. 2 ,  1963, pp. 376-395. 
The  author studies the effects of nonuniform expansion 
o r  contraction of e las t ic  globes of planetary s ize  and m a s s  
caused by the secular  escape  of the i r  pr imodial  heat and 
radiogenic heating. 
m a l  phenomena is formulated exactly, and f i r  s t  approximation 
solutions of the problem a r e  given in  the fo rm of s e r i e s  expan- 
sions.  These,  in  turn,  a r e  used a s  a basis  of numer ica l  
computations to recons t ruc t  the the rma l  and s t r e s s  his tory 
( a s  well  a s  the future)  of the Moon, Mercury,  and Mars .  It 
i s  shown that,  within the scheme of these approximations,  
the secu la r  changes in external  r ad i i  of these three  ce les t ia l  
bodies probably did not exceed 0. 6 f 0. 1 percent  of their  
p re sen t  values throughout their  long astronomical  past;  
whether o r  not such changes a s  did take place were  monotonic 
o r  osci l la tory r ema ins  a s  yet impossible  to  say. 






Kotel'nikov, V. A . ,  e t  a l ,  
RADAR PROBES OF THE PLANET MERCURY (Fore ign  t i t le 
not available) Trans la ted  into English f rom Russ ian  by Joint 
Publications R e s e a r c h  Service,  Washington, D. C. , Doklady 
Akad, Nauk SSSR (Moscow), Vol. 147, No. 6 , 21 December  
1962, pp. 1320-1323, JPKS-18211, OTS-63-21357, N64-10498. 
In June 1962, the USSR c a r r i e d  out a r a d a r  survey  of the 
planet Mercury.  The measu remen t s  were  made  a t  M e r c u r y ' s  
perigee. 
w a s  83 to 88 mill ion k i lometers ,  twice that of the r a d a r  survey  
of Venus in  1961. The ma te r i a l s  obtained in  53 se s s ions  over 
the period f rom 10 through 15  June 1962, were  t reated.  
average spec t rum of signals ref lected by Mercury  during that 
period, the distribution of probabili t ies for  values of the 
reflection coefficient with r e spec t  to  energy in the 4 and 12 
cycle frequency bands,  and the accumulation of difference 
energy for  var ious values of the as t ronomica l  unit a r e  presented.  
Statist ical  analysis  of the data indicates that  the c o r r e c t n e s s  
of the as t ronomica l  unit cannot be guaranteed. However,  the 
resu l t s  of the completed r a d a r  observat ions of Mercury  con-  
f i rm  the value of the astronomical  unit obtained in the Venus 
survey in 1961, and yield a coefficient of reflection for  M e r -  
cury which is c lose  to  that of the lunar  surface.  
The dis tance to  Mercury  during the measu remen t s  
The 
Kozyrev, N. A . ,  
T H E  ATMOSPHERE OF MERCURY, Sky and Telescope,  Vol. 27, 
1964, pp. 339-341. 
The author d i scusses  evidence f o r  the exis tence of a n  a t m o -  
sphere on Mercury .  F r o m  hydrogen line spec t r a ,  he e s t ima tes  
an a tmospher ic  density of 0. 0001 of the E a r t h ' s  is  of the c o m -  
position of a i r  and 0. 01 of the E a r t h ' s  i s  of hydrogen. 
suggested that the influx of so la r  protons could replenish 
hydrogen which escaped f r o m  M e r c u r y ' s  a tmosphere .  
It is 
Kozyrev, N. A . ,  
THE ATMOSPHERE OF MERCURY, The Journa l  of thc Br i t i sh  
Astronomical  Associat ion,  Vo l .  73, 1963, pp. 345 -346. 
The density of the hydrogen a tmosphe re  on Mercury ,  
determined spectroscopical ly ,  is  given at 1 0l6 par t ic les  pe r  
cubic cent imeter .  
flux replenishes  the Mercur i a l  a tmosphe re  at the s a m e  r a t e  
a s  the hydrogen e scapes  into space.  
The  author suggests  that  the so l a r  proton 
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86. Kuiper,  G. P . ,  
MERCURY, Encyclopedia Britannica,  Vol. 15, 1964, p. 271. 
Not abstracted.  
87. Kuiper,  G. P. and Middlehurst, B. M. ,  
PLANETS AND SATELLITES, Chicago, The University of 
Chicago P r e s s ,  Vol. 3, 1961. 
Not abstracted.  
88. Laslet t ,  L. J. and Sess l e r ,  A. M.,  
ROTATION OF MERCURY - THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF 
THE DYNAMICS O F  A RIGID ELLIPSOIDAL PLANET, Science,  
Vol. 151, 18 March  1966, pp. 1384-1385, A66-24237. 
Development of the second-order  nonlinear differential  
equation for  the rotation of Mercury i s  discussed. 
equation implies  locked -in motion when the period is within 
the range [ 2  T / 3 ]  [ l  - X cos  ( 2  .rrt/T) f ( 2 / 3 )  (21 X e/2)'/2] 
where e i s  the eccentr ic i ty  and T i s  the period of Mercury ' s  
orb i t ,  the t ime t i s  measured  f r o m  perihelion, and X i s  a 
m e a s u r e  of the planet 's  distortion. F o r  values nea r  2T/3 ,  
the instantaneous period osci l la tes  about 2T /  3 with period 
(21~e /2 ) - ' / 2  T. 
This 
89. Liu,  Han-Shou and O'Keefe, J. A , ,  
THEORY OF ROTATION FOR THE PLANET MERCURY, Science,  
Vol. 150, 24December  1965, pp. 1717, A66-16732. 
The theory of the rotation of the planet Mercury  is  
developed in t e r m s  of the motion of a r igid sys t em in an  
inve r se - squa re  fielb. 
with a period exactly two-thirds of the period of revolution; 
t he re  is a l ibrat ion with a periodof 25 yea r s .  
It i s  possible for  Mercury  to rotate  
90. Lomnitz,  C . ,  
ON THERMODYNAMICS OF PLANETS, The Geophysical 
Jou rna l  of the Royal Astronomical Society, Vol. 5, 1961, 
PF. 157-161. 
A thermodynamical  theory of planets i s  outlined. 
r e su l t s  by Prigogine,  de Groat,and o the r s  a r e  applied to the 






perturbation introduced by a se i smic  shock a t  the sur face  
of the planet. The resul t ing t rans ien t  flows towards the 
perturbed region a r e  analyzed, and it is  shown that the 
energy t rans ien t  is  logari thmic in  t ime.  A condition of 
realizability of the se i smic  problem is defined. F o r  a 
given planet type t h e r e  is a c r i t i ca l  s i ze  below which no 
se i smic  activity can  occur  on the planet. 
An "excited state" is defined by p r e s s u r e  
Lowell Observatory,  Flagstaff ,  Arizona,  
PHYSICAL RESEARCHES O N  THE BRIGHTER PLANETS, F ina l  
Report  by W. M. Sinton, 30 September 1964, AFCRL-64-926, 
AD-609547, N65 -1 5288, Contract  No. A F  19( 604)-5874 
( Uncla s sified). 
Observational s tudies  of the planets and the moon through 
the use of photography, photoelectric photometry,  in f ra red  
radiometry,  and inf ra red  spectroscopy were  made. The 
result ing data include the measu remen t s  of the thickness of 
dust  on the f loors  of 16 lunar  c r a t e r s ;  the in f r a red  rad io-  
me t r i c  t empera tu res  of Mercury ,  Venus, Mars ,  Jupi te r ,  
Saturn, and Uranus; and extensive photoelectric photometry 
of Mars .  Some of the important  conclusions that have been 
previously published a r e  included. 
MacDonald, G. J. F . ,  
ON T H E  INTERNAL CONSTITUTION O F  THE LUNAR PLANETS, 
Journal  of Geophysical Resea rch ,  - Vol. 67, 1962, pp. 2945-2974. 
On the hypothesis that  the init ial  angular  velocity of Mercury  
is  equal to that of the Ear th ,  we r e q u i r e  e i ther  that  ( 1 )  Mercury  
was initially molten and during this  ea r ly  t ime  i t s  per iods of 
rotation and revolution were  made equal  by so la r  t idal  f r ic t ion,  
or  that  ( 2 )  the p re sen t  t h e r m a l  s ta te  of Mercury  is such a s  to  
allow rniuch g r e a t e r  diss ipat ion of energy  than in the Earth.  
The t h e r m a l  conditions within Mercury  a r e  highly uncertain.  
The mean ciensity makes  unlikely the hypothesis that  the 
radioactive composition of Mercury  is  similar t o  that of 
chondrites.  Indeed, i t  would s e e m  that  Mercury  is  la rge ly  
metall ic,  and if  it i s ,  a lower concentrat ion of radioactive 
elements  is indicated. Since the effect  of p r e s s u r e  on the 
melting point is far  less in  a planet the s i ze  of Mercury  
than in l a r g e r  bodies such as Venus and Ear th ,  a lower 
concentration of radioactive e lements  ( I  / 2  - I  / 3 )  would 
still mel t  the s m a l l  body o r  make  it l a rge lv  molten. 
54 
9 3 .  National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
STRUCTURE AND STRENGTH OF INNER PLANETS by 
G. J. F. MacDonald, 1963, Rkport  No. R-173 (Unclassified).  
This repor t  examines internal  s t ruc tu res  of Moon, M a r s ,  
Venus, and Mercury  in  light of what is known about in te rna l  
constitutions of the Earth.  Observations of the Moon's orbi ta l  
and rotational motions provide data on its gravitational f igure;  
as t ronomica l  information on mean density 
f igure of M a r s  is examined. 
and Venus a r e  studied in  t e r m s  of the i r  in fer red  rotational 
history.  
abundance of heavy elements  and of potassium, uranium, and 
thorium. 
model fo r  the Earth,  but not for other planets,  with possible 
exception of Venus. 
and the gravitational 
Internal  s t ruc tu res  of Mercury  
It is concluded that inner planets differ in their  
Chrondrit ic meteori tes  provide sat isfactory chemica l  
94. MacDonald, G. J. F . ,  
TIDAL FRICTION, Reviews of Geophysics,  Vol. 2, 1964, 
pp. 467-541. 
The rotational pa rame te r s  of the Moon, Mars ,  Venus, and 
The Mercury  a r e  c iscussed in t e r m s  of the ciynamical theory. 
distribution of rotational angular momentum of the so la r  sys t em 
i s  descr ibed,  and i t  i s  proposed that the major  planets and 
Mars  have los t  only a very  smal l  proportion of their  init ial  
rotational angular momentum. The author a rgues  that the 
cu r ren t  phase l a g  in the elastic component of the t idal  bulge 
r a i sed  by the sun and the moon is not consistent with the 
hypothesis that the ear th-moon sys t em has  existed throughout 
geologic t ime. 
95. Makhover, S. G. ana Bokhan, N. A . ,  
MOTION OF COMET ENCKE-BACKLUND DURING 1898-1911 
AND A N E W  DETERMINATION O F  THE MASS O F  MERCURY, 
Soviet Physics:  Doklady, Vol. 5, March-Apri l  1961, 
pp. 923-925. 
Comet  Encke -Backlund approaching Mercury  c lose r  than 
any other ce les t ia l  body can be used for  determinat ion of the 
m a s s  of this planet. 
1:9,  700,  000 and the present  one of 1:600,000 is due to secu- 
lar accelerat ion of the mean motion, and dec rease  of the eccen- 
t r ic i ty  of the comet ,  probably due to re ta rd ing  fo rces  of i ts  
nucleus. 
The difference in i t s  old value of 
The perturbations due to other  planets could not be 
55 
taken into account i n  Backlund's t ime ( 1894) with sufficient 
accuracy. 
1908 w e r e  too l a rge  in  Backlund's analysis .  
s i s  of the motion during 1937- 1954 led to a new value of the 
m a s s  of Mercury .  
of the comet  during 1908- 191 1 improved the orbi t  e lements  by 
recalculation of the per turbat ions,  the r e su l t s  of which a r e  
presented in tables.  
Mercury  a r e  in  good agreement  with each other  but d i sag ree  
with B a c  klund ' s de t e r  mi nati on. 
The res idua l  deviations of the no rma l  position for 
Makhover ' s  analy- 
A new determinat ion based on five appearances  
The recent  determinat ions of the mass of 
96. Massachuset ts  Institute of Technology, R e  s e a r c h  Labor  a t  o r  y 
of Electronics ,  Cambridge,  Massachuset ts ,  
PASSIVE RADIO OBSERVATIONS O F  VENUS, SATURN, 
MERCURY, MARS, AND URANUS, SESSION I11 by A .  H. 
Bar re t t ,  1966, DA- 36- 03  9- AMC- 03200( E ) ,  NSG- 4 19, 
A D - 6 3 3  794 (Unclassified).  
The rad io  observations of Mercury ,  Venus,  M a r s ,  Saturn,  
I n  the case  of 
and Uranus a r e  reviewed and discussed in  relation to  know- 
ledge of these planets acquired by othcr  means .  
Mercury ,  i t  i s  shown that the rad io  observat ions imply a 
tempera ture  of approximately 300 " K  for  the unilluminated 
hemisphere.  
ment with inf ra red  measu remen t s  of Mercury .  
measurements  of thc Vvnus s p e c t r u m  nea r  one- cent imenter  
wavelength a r e  presented and compared.  
A resu l t  which appears  to be in  s h a r p  d isagree-  
Two detailed 
97. Massachuset ts  Institute of Technology, Lincoln Labora tory ,  
Lexington, 
RADIO ECHO OBSERVATIONS O F  V E N U S  AND MERCURY AT 
2 3  CM WAVELENGTH by J.  V .  Evans ,  R. A.  Brockelman,  
J .  C. Henry,  G. M. Hyde, and L. G. Kraf t ,  May 1965, 
ESD -TDR -65 -545, J A  -257 3 ,  AD -624 7 3 1, Contract  No. 
A F  19(628)-5167, (Unclassified).  
Radar  observat ions in  1964 of the planets Venus and Mercury  
conducted a t  the Millstone Hill r a d a r  observa tory  a r e  prchseuted. 
The r a d a r  equipment employed for  this  work,  together with 
details  of i t s  operation, and the da ta  gathering and reduction 
procedures  a r e  descr ibed.  Venus was  observed from M a r c h  
to October a t  approximately weekly intervals .  
56 
The dis tance to Venus was determined with an accuracy  
of about = 75 k i lometers  a t  the.beginning and end of this period 
and = 1. 5 k i lometers  throughout June and July. 
The velocity of Venus with respec t  to the Ea r th  was a l s o  
measured ,  the accuracy  varying between = 10 to = 1 cent imeter  
per  second. 
being employed to refine some of the elements  of the orbi ts  
of Ea r th  and Venus and the value for  the astronomical  unit. 
Echoes f r o m  Mercury  were  obtained on five days around the  
infer ior  conjunction occurring on 30 Apr i l  1964. 
These  values a r e  tabulated h e r e  and a r e  cur ren t ly  
The r ada r  c r o s s  section appeared to  be about 10 percent  
of the projected a r e a  of the disk. 
Venus had an  average  value of 15 percent,  which i s  c lose to  
most  other values a t  me te r  and dec imeter  wavelengths. The 
scat ter ing proper t ies  of Venus were  explored using a var ie ty  
of pulse lengths to  fully resolve different regions. It is con- 
cluded that Venus has a surface that is considerably smoother  
than the Moon's. 
The r ada r  c r o s s  section for 
98. Mayer,  C. H . ,  
GENERAL REPORT ON PLANETARY RADIO ASTRONOMY, 
Socie'te' Rovale des  Sciences de Li'eee, Me'moires. Cincluceme 
Se'rie, Tome 7 ,  1963; Physics of Planets ;  1963, pp. 99-111, 
A63 -25338 (Proceedings of the Eleventh International As t ro-  
physical  Symposium, Li'ege, Belgium, 9 -12 July 1962, 
University of Lpeege and United States  A i r  Fo rce ,  Institut 
d I A s t r o ph y s i que, L i'e g e,  B e l g  ium ) . 
This  paper  i s  a discussion of the r e su l t s  of radio obse r -  
vations of the very weak radio radiation f rom Mercury ,  M a r s ,  
Saturn,  Venus, and Jupi ter .  At wavelengths nea r  3, 10, and 
21  cent imeters ,  the observed intensity is near ly  twice that 
predicted for  the the rma l  radiation of the surface of Venus. 
A possible separat ion of the the rma l  and nonthermal  components 
of the spectrum of Jupiter i s  given, based on the assumption 
that all the wavelengths contribute to  the the rma l  radiation at 
130" K.  
dec imeter  emiss ion  of Jupiter with t ime  a r e  discussed. 
Observations of apparently significant changes in  the 
57 
99. Mayer, C. H . ,  McCullogh, T. P., and Sloanaker,  R.  M . ,  
MEASUREMENTS O F  PLANETARY RADIATION AT CENTIMETER 
WAVELENGTHS, P r o c .  IRE,  Vol. 46, NO. 1 ,  pp. 260-266. 
Not abstracted.  
100. McEwen, H.,  
TITLE NOT AVAILABLE, Jou rna l  of Br i t i sh  Ast ronomica l  
Association, Vol. 45, 1935, p. 240. 
Not abstracted.  
101. McGovern, W.  E. , G r o s s ,  S. H. , and Rasool,  S. I . ,  
ROTATION PERIOD O F  THE PLANET MERCURY, Nature,  
Vol. 208, 23 October 1965, p. 375, A66-12891. 
This paper  is  a determinat ion of the rotation period of 
the planet Mercury ,  based on an  analysis  of the r e su l t s  of 
visual observation by Antoniadi (1924 to 1929), Lyot and 
Dollfus (1942, 1950) , and Baum (1952, 1953). Nearly 
50 drawings were  examined, and f r o m  these ,  six p a i r s  w e r e  
chosen, each pa i r  showing nea r  duplication of markings  and 
phase. The t ime intervals  between the observat ions of each  
pair  a r e  l isted.  It i s  noted that t h e r e  appea r s  t o  be a l a rge  
discrepancy between r a d a r  and visual  determinat ions of the 
period. 
do  not provide a unique solution, but pe rmi t  a number  of 
possible rotation periods.  
previously accepted in  the l i t e ra ture .  Another,  however,  
58. 4 &  0. 4 days,  is  found to be in  accordance  with r a d a r  
resu l t s  which place the value at 59 f 5 days.  
I t  i s  shown that this  is so  because the visual  data 
One of these  is the 88 days 
102.  Meglis, A. J. and Thuronyi, G. ,  
SELECTIVE ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON PLANETARY 
ATMOSPHERES. 11. MERCURY, VENUS,AND MARS, 
Meteorological and Geoastrophysical  ______-- Abs t rac t s ,  Vol. 12, 
October 1961, pp. 2061 -21 14. 
Not abstracted.  
103. Mintz, V . ,  
THE ENERGY BUDGET AND ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION 
ON A SYNCHRONOUSLY ROTATING PLANET, I ca rus ,  Vol. 1, 
1962, p. 172. 
Not abstracted.  
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104. Moore,  P. , 
CONDITIONS ON THE SURFACE OF MERCURY , Journa l  of 
the Bri t ish Interplanetary Society, Vol. 13, 1954, pp. 318-32.4. 
Not abstracted.  
105. Moore, P . ,  
CONDITIONS ON THE SURFACE OF MERCURY, Journa l  of 
the Br i t i sh  Interplanetary Society, Vol. 13, 1954, pp. 392 -393. 
Not abstracted.  
106. Moore, P . ,  
MERCURY, THE BARREN PLANET, Journa l  of Astronaut ics ,  
Vol. 2 ,  1955, pp. 145-148. 
Not abstracted.  
107. Moore, P . ,  
MYSTERIES OF MEHCURY , Time, Vol. 62, 30 November 1953, 
p. 84. 
Not abstracted.  
108. Moore,  P . ,  
THE MOTION OF VENUS AND THE MASS O F  MERCURY, 
Sky and Telescope, Vol. 15, 1956, p. 206. 
Not abstracted.  
109. Moore,  P. , 
THE PLANETS, New York, Norton, 1962. 
Not abstracted.  
110. Moroz, V. I. , 
INFRARED SPECTRUM O F  MERCURY ( A  1 .0  - 3 . 9 ~ )  INFRA- 
KRASNYI SPEKTR MERKURIIA (1 1. 0 - 3 . 9 ~ )  , Astronomicheski i  
Zhurnal,  Vol. 41, November - December  1964, pp. 1108-1117, 
A65-15676 (In Russian) .  
This  paper  is a repor t  on the observation, in October 1963, 
of the Mercury  spec t rum in  the region 1. 0 t o  3 . 9 ~  , by means  
of a 125-centimeter reflector and two IR spec t romete r s  with 
59 
PbS-photoresis tances  cooled with solid C02 o r  liquid N2 . 
C 0 2  l ines  a r e  found to  be m o r e  pronounced in Mercury ' s  
a tmosphere  as  compared to  the te l lur ic  l ines,  and a C 0 2  
of 0. 3 to 7 g m / c m - 2  is established. 
a tmosphere  is  designed, assuming 10 percent  of C 0 2  and 90 
percent  of N2 contents. 
to be relatively low as  a r e su l t  of a heat flux f r o m  the i l lum-  
inated hemisphere  into the obscured hemisphere ,  despi te  the 
intensive ionizing radiation. 
planet ' s  a tmosphere  for  CO, N 2 0 ,  NH, , and CH4 and the 




A model  of M e r c u r y ' s  
The c r i t i ca l  level  t empera tu re  is found 
The upper content level in the 
111. Muhleman, D. O . ,  Goldstein, R.  M . ,  and Carpenter ,  R. L . ,  
A REVIEW OF RADAR ASTRONOMY, 11. , IEEE Spectrum, 
Vol. 2 ,  November 1965, pp. 78, 83-89, A66-13963. 
A comprehensive review of the radio as t ronomy invest i -  
gations of Venus, Mars ,  Jupiter,  Mercury ,  and the Moon 
is  discussed.  Resul t s  concerning sur face  fea tures ,  r a d a r  
c r o s s  sections,  and echo bandwidths, and rotational speeds  
a r e  discussed and compared. 
taking the highly expensive planetary r a d a r  exper iments  is  
identified as  the establ ishment  of a single as t ronomica l  con-  
stant, the as t ronomica l  unit. Data f r o m  s e v e r a l  sou rces  a r e  
compared,  and it is concluded that the ag reemen t  a s  to  the 
figure for  the as t ronomica l  unit is  relatively good (149, 597, 850 
kilometers k 400 k i lometers ) .  
The p r i m a r y  r eason  for  unde r -  
112. Murray ,  B. C . ,  
A REEXAMINATION OF SOME EARLY PLANETARY 
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS, Journa l  of Geophysical 
Research ,  Vol. 67, 1962, p. 1649. 
Because a tmospher ic  absorpt ion i s  re la t ively low in the 
8 -  t o  14-p. region, this  "window" h a s  been used for  many 
years  f o r  d i r ec t  determinat ion of the t e m p e r a t u r e s  of the 
outer su r f aces  of the t e r r e s t r i a l  planets,  the moon, and 
some of the Jovian planets.  Recently,  however ,  a tmospher ic  
emission in the 8-  to 14-p. 
significant. In par t icu lar ,  the 8 -  t o  14-p. "sky brightness" 
appears  to  be one to two o r d e r s  of magnitude g r e a t e r  than the 
reported br ightness  of Jupi te r  (140" K ) ,  of the d a r k  s ide  of 
the Moon and Saturn (120" K ) ,  and of Uranus  (100"  K) .  These  
ear ly  observat ions a r e  now reevaluated in t e r m s  of the 
region h a s  been shown to be 
60 
necessa ry  instrumental  sensitivity, signal-to-noise ra t io ,  and 
freedom f r o m  systematic  e r r o r s  a r i s ing  f rom atrrospheric  
emiss ion  o r  other sources .  
objects whose surface tempera tures  a r e  believed to  be colder 
than about 200°K should be reobserved. 
It is concluded that  planetary 
11  3. National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Goddard Space 
Flight Center ,  Greenbelt, Maryland, 
THE STRUCTURE AND STRENGTH O F  THE INNER PLANETS 
by G. J. F. MacDonald, December 1963, NASA TR R-1731, 
N64 -1 7 51 8. 
This repor t  examines the internal  s t ruc tu res  of the Moon, 
Mars ,  'denus, and Mercury in the light of what i s  known about 
tile internal  constitution of the Earth.  A i-evie-fi of the se i smic  
determinat ion of the elast ic  constitution of the E a r t h ' s  mant le ,  
based on new resu l t s  on the stability of s i l icates  a t  high p r e s -  
s u r e s ,  leads to  the interpretat ion that the rapid inc rease  of 
plastic wave velocity beginning a i  a depth of 200 ki lometers  
depends on the olivine -spinel t ransi t ion and the breakdown 
of s i l i ca tes  t o  oxides. The Ea r th ' s  gravitational f igure,  as 
obtained f rom satell i te orbi ts ,  i s  used to  es t imate  the possible 
deviation f rom hydrostatic equilibrium in other planets. 
E a r t h ' s  response  to  t idal  excitation provides information 
regarding the deviations of elasticity within the Earth.  
nea r  coincidence of the present  r a t e  of heat production of a 
chondrit ic Edr th  and the present sur face  heat flow i s  d i s -  
cussed  a s  a limiting condition on the E a r t h ' s  internal  t he rma l  
s t ruc ture .  
The 
The 
114. National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Marshall1 Space 
Fl ight  Center ,  Huntsville, Alabama, 
THE THERMAL ENVIRONMENT OF THE TERRESTRIAL 
PLANETS (SUPPLEMENT 4) by K. Schocken, 30 September 
1964, NASA-TM-X-531 138, N65-12316. 
An a tmosphere  of a light gas  such a s  hydrogen for  Mercury  
hardly s e e m s  possible. However, s ince a hydrogen a tmosphere  
is cold, i t s  dissipation occurs slowly, and the loss of hydrogen 
can be compensated by the interception of so la r  protons. 
amount of water  in Venus' a tmosphere above i ts  cloud layer  
i s  equivalent to  a layer  of liqui? water  98p. deep. 
tainty amounts to f 5 percent. A secondary source  of water 
vapor in  the upper t e r r e s t r i a l  a tmosphere  may be the so la r  
The 
The uncer -  
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origin of the en t i re  hydrogen content of the ea r th ' s  oceans.  
protons contained in the solar  wind a r e  trapped by the ea r th ' s  
magnetic field and, a f te r  a process  of accre t ion  throughout the 
age  of the ear th ,  a r e  oxidized as water .  The l a w  of sca t te r ing  
of light f r o m  a dark ,  intr icate  sur face  h&s been der ived 
theoretically by B. W. Hapke. The success  of the model in 
duplicating the measu red  lunar  photometric data makes  it 
possible to  d raw conclusions regarding the mic ros t ruc tu re  of 
the lunar  surface.  
The 
115. Naval Observatory,  Washington, D. C. , 
OBSERVATIONS OF T H E  SUN, MOON, AND PLANETS 
SIX-INCH TRANSIT CIRCLE RESULTS by A. N. Adams and 
D. K .  Scott, 1 July 1965, Repor t  No. C i rcu la r  No. 108, 
AD-626 267 (Unclassified).  
This  c i r cu la r  contains positions of the sun, moon, and 
planets observed with the six-inch t r zns i t  c i r c l e  between 7 
July 1964 and 24 December  1964. 
provisional.  Definitive resu l t s  will be published l a t e r  in  
a volume of Publications of the U. S. Naval Observatory.  
These  r e su l t s  a r c  
116. Naval Observatory,  Washington, D. C . ,  
OBSERVATIONS O F  THE SUN, MOON, AND PLANETS 
SIX-INCH TRANSIT CIRCLE RESULTS CIRCULAR NO. 
by A. N. Adams  and D. K .  Scott, 9 October  1964 
N65-16082 (Unclassified).  
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A provisional tabulation of the posit ions of the sun, moon, 
The observed  posit ions a r e  geocen-  and planets i s  presented.  
t r i c ,  and received the usua l  co r rec t ions  f o r  ins t rumenta l  
e r r o r s ,  refract ion,  d iurna l  aber ra t ion ,  paral lax,  and orb i ta l  
motion. The FK3 sys tem was used as  a bas i s  f o r  computations 
Explanations of computations fo r  the tab les  a r e  given. 
117. Naval Observatory,  Washington, D. C . ,  
RECTANGULAR COORDINATES OF MERCURY 1800-2000 
by R. 1. Duncombe, Z .  Tufekeioglu, and G. La r son ,  2 Apr i l  
1965, Report  No. C i rcu la r  No. 106, AD-625 910, (Unclassif ied) .  
The r ec  tan gula r he li oc en t r i c equator  ia 1 c oo rd  ina t e s in  
this c i r cu la r  a r e  intended chiefly f o r  u s e  in  the numer i ca l  
integration of orb i t s  of ce l e s t i a l  bodies ,  na tu ra l  o r  ar t i f ic ia l ,  
which approach closely to M e r c u r y . .  They a r e  r e f e r r e d  t o  the 
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mean  equinox and equator of 1950. 0. 
f r o m  Newcomb's general  theory of the motion of Mercury.  
They have been calculated 
118. Newburn, R. L . ,  J r . ,  
THE EXPLORATION O F  MERCURY , THE ASTEROIDS, THE 
MAJOR PLANETS AND THEIR SATELLITE SYSTEMS, AND 
PLUTO, Advances in Space Science and Technology, New York 
Academic P r e s s ,  1961, Vol.  111, pp. 195-272. 
Some l e s s  famous major  and minor m e m b e r s  of the so l a r  
family a r e  descr ibed,  as  well a s  the use  of space probes for  
gaining m o r e  information about the i r  fea tures .  Known physical 
data on Mercury  a r e  tentative, because rel iable  information 
cannot be obtained f rom Earth-based observa tor ies ,  due to  
the proximity of the planet to  the Sun. The possibility to  ob- 
s e rve  Mercury  f rom a probe w i l l  prove of grea t  significance. 
The as te ro ids ,  their  origin and orbi ts ,  number and distributions 
a r e  given. 
119. Nourse,  A. E . ,  
NINE PLANETS, New York and Evanston, Harpe r  & Row 
Publ i shers ,  19 60. 
In this book, a n  at tempt  is made to  develop s t ep  by s t ep  a 
complete,  rea l i s t ic ,  and stimulating picture  of the physical 
na ture  of our so la r  system, the nine known planets,  their  sat- 
el l i tes ,  and their  sun. There  is speculation about the things 
we may reasonably expect to  find in the cour se  of the for th-  
coming exploration of that solar  system. An enormous gulf 
ex is t s  between the tables of s ta t is t ics  about the planets and 
a r e a l  understanding of what those s ta t i s t ics  may mean to the 
landing par t ies  going there .  Here ,  a n  attempt i s  made to 
bridge that gulf, both with words and pictures ,  t o  t r y  to  s e e  the 
planets and s ta te l l i tes  a s  the landing par t ies  will s e e  them, and 
to  guess  what manner  of things those landing par t ies  may find. 
120. O'Toole,  D. G . ,  
A MAP OF MERCURY BASED ON OBSERVATIONS IN APRIL, 
Strolling Ast ronomer ,  Vol. 5, 1951, pp. 3-4. 
Not abstracted.  
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121. O'Toole, D. G. ,  
MERCURY IN THE SECOND HALF O F  1950, Strolling Ast ronomer ,  
Vol. 5, 1951, pp. 3-6. 
Not abstracted.  
122. O'Toole, D. G . ,  
RADAR OBSERVATIONS O F  MARS AND MERCURY, Sky and 
Telescope, Vol. 25, Apri l  1963, pp. 191-195. 
The r ada r  contact with M a r s  reported by the Jet  Propuls ion 
Laboratory and the contact with Mercury  reported by a 
Soviet Scientists a r e  described. 
123. Peale ,  S. J. and Gold, T. , 
ROTATION OF THE PLANET MERCURY, Nature,  Vol 
19 June 1965, pp. 1240-1241, A65-27014. 
team of 
206, 
This paper is a descr ipt ion of the effect of so l a r  t idal  
friction on the rotation of Mercury.  The recent ly  observed 
value of 59 f 5 days for  the rotational period of Mercury  is 
explained in t e r m s  of the influence of t idal  f r ic t ion on a planet 
with substantial  orbi ta l  eccentricity.  
Mercury ' s  orbi ta l  period has  reached,  and will remain  a t ,  
that value which i s  enforced in  the absence of any permanent  
body asymmetry .  
It is concluded that 
124. Pettengill,  G. H. , 
RECENT ARECIBO OBSERVATIONS OF MERCURY, Journa l  
of Resea rch ,  Section D- Radio Science, Vol. 690 ,  December 
1965, pp. 1627 -1628, A66-20119 (Symposium on Plane tary  
Atmosphere and Surfaces ,  Dorado, P u e r t o  Rico, May 24-27, 
1965, Paper) .  
A brief discussion of procedures  used at Arecibo to 
determine the rotation of Mercury  is  discussed.  Using shor t  
pulses (0 .  5 mill isecond),  enough echo s t rength was available 
f rom the planetary surface s e v e r a l  pulse  widths behind the 
neares t  point t o  m e a s u r e  the Doppler f requency spec t rum a t  
known relative delays. 
rotation does not f i t  the r ada r  observat ions,  and the bes t  es t imate  
appears  to be a s ide rea l  rotation per iod of 59 f 5 days  i n  a d i r ec t  
sense. 
It appea r s  that  the accepted synchronous 
64 
125. Pettengill ,  G. H. and Dyce, R. B . ,  
A RADAR DETERMINATION O y  THE ROTATION OF THE 
PLANET MERCURY, Nature,  Vol. 206, 19 June 1965, p. 1240, 
A65-27013, AD 629 334. 
A summary  of the r e su l t s  of r a d a r  observat ions of Mercury ' s  
The r a d a r  sys tem,  which operated at a frequency of 
sur face  during the infer ior  conjunction in Apr i l  1965 is d i s -  
cussed. 
430 megacycles ,  was sufficiently sensi t ive to obtain r e su l t s  
which showed the  rotational period of the planet to  be 59 f 5 
days. 
to indicate e i ther  that  Mercury has  not been in  its present  orbi t  
f o r  the ful l  period of geological t ime o r  that  the t idal  f o r c e s  
acting to slow the init ial  rotation have not been cor rec t ly  t r ea t ed  
previously. 
That this  value differs  f rom the orb i ta l  period is s e e n  
126. Pett ingil l ,  G. H. and Dyce, R. B . ,  
TITLE NOT AVAILABLE, Sky and Telescope,  Vol. 29, 
1965, p. 339. 
The newly derived rotation period of Mercury  reported 
by Pet t ingi l l  and Dyce c a s t s  some doubt on the long-term changes 
reported by Antoniadi because his  conclusions were  based on 
the assumed 88-day period. 
127. Pet t i t ,  E . ,  
PLANETARY TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS, THE SOLAR 
SYSTEM, 3, PLANETS AND SATELLITES, Chicago, University 
of Chicago P r e s s ,  1961. 
Not abstracted.  
128. Pet t i t ,  E. and Nicholson, S. B . ,  
RADIATION FROM THE PLANET MERCURY, Astrophysical  
Journal ,  Vol. 83, 1936, pp. 84-102. 
The following topics a r e  discussed:  method of measurement ,  
reduction of the measurements ,  radiation a s  a function of phase,  
apparent  tempera tures ,  t empera ture  of the subsolar  point, and 
the rad iometr ic  albedo. 
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129. Plagemann, S. ,  
A MODEL O F  THE INTERNAL CONSTITUTION AND TEM-  
PERATURE O F  THE PLANET MERCURY, Journa l  of 
Geophysical Research ,  Vol. 70, 15 Februa ry  1965, pp. 985-993, 
A65-18012, Grant  No. NsG 101-61. 
This paper is a review of the as t ronomica l  data concerning 
the internal  s t ruc tu re  of Mercury,  assumed s imi l a r  to that 
of Earth. 
and a mean density of 5. 31 g / c m 3 ,  the planet i s  seen to have 
both a co re  and a mantle. 
co re  radius  of 2112 ki lometers .  The p r e s s u r e ,  density, and 
gravity a r e  calculated fo r  a s m a l l  mantle and core.  
integration of the equation of hydrostat ic  equilibrium yields 
7. 37 g / c m 3  a s  the density and 0. 327 x 10l2 dynes /cm2 a s  the 
p r e s s u r e  a t  the center .  
the tempera ture  distribution in  the in te r ior  i s  calculated.  
ex t reme values of the t empera tu re  a r e  calculated because of 
the uncertainty in the heat generation and the rma l  conductivity 
t e rms .  
sunward side a t  the core-mant le  boundary. This  indicates 
that nei ther  the co re  nor the mantle i s  molten. Cer ta in  
geophysical and as t ronomica l  effects may a r i s e  because of 
the peculiar t empera tu re  distribution and the synchronous 
rotation of Mercury  about the Sun. 
Assigned an  overa l l  mean radius  of 2446 k i lometers  
An i terat ive procedure gives a 
Numer ica l  
F r o m  the s t ruc tu ra l  model of Mercury ,  
Two 
The highest  t empera tu re  (1380" K) occurs  on the 
130. Ranck, 0. C . ,  
MERCURY OBSERVATIONS FROM OCTOBER 1956 to  M A Y  1957, 
Strolling Ast ronomer ,  Vol. 11, 1957, pp. 109-111. 
Not abstracted.  
131. Ranck, 0. C . ,  
REPORT OF THE A. L. P. 0. MERCURY SECTION, Stroll ing 
Astronomer,  Vol. 13, 1959, pp. 20 -22 .  
Not abstracted.  
132. Ranck, 0. C . ,  
SUMMARY O F  WORK O N  MERCURY 1951 -1956, Strol l ing 
Astronomer,  Vol. 9 ,  1955, pp. 131-132. 
Not abstracted.  
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133. Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, California,  
ATMOSPHERES OF THE PLANETS by G. F. Schilling, 
September  1964, Report  No. P.-2964, AD606 026 (Unclassified).  
Not abstracted.  
134. Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, California,  
GEOMETRIC AND PHOTOMETRIC PARAMETERS OF THE 
TERRESTRIAL PLANETS by G. de Vaucouleurs,  March 1964, 
NASA CR-53507, RM-4000-NASAY N64-19984, NASA Contract  
NASr-21(04). 
A c r i t i ca l  examination is presented of the d i ame te r s ,  
e l l ipt ic i t ies ,  and spec t r a l  albedos of Mercury ,  Venus, and 
M a r s  der ived by many observers  in the cour se  of the past  
100  years .  
methods a r e  discussed,  and the r e su l t s  a r e  weighed accordingly,  
to produce best  es t imates  of the d i ame te r s ,  el l ipticit ies,  and 
albedos.  
The systematic  and accidental  e r r o r s  in the var ious 
135. Kingnes, T. R . ,  
MERCURY HAS AN ATMOSPHERE 
ATMOSFARE), Naturen, Bergen, Vol. 74, No. 4, 1952, 
p. 127. 
(MERKUR HAR 
DLC - Whether o r  not Mercury has  a n  a tmosphere  was 
never  determined until the as t ronomer  A. Dollfus, through 
h i s  s tudies  of polarization of Mercury ' s  light a t  Pic-du-Midi 
i n  southern F rance ,  gave definite evidence of i t s  existence.  If 
one a s s u m e s  that Mercury ' s  a tmosphere  has  the same  compo- 
si t ion a s  the E a r t h ' s ,  its density i s  but 0. 003 of the Ea r th ' s  
a tmosphere  density or  a p r e s s u r e  of about 1 mi l l imeter  mercu ry .  
The escape  velocity a t  Mercury ' s  sur face  is 3. 6 k i lameters  p e r  
second. 
136. Rober t s ,  J. A . ,  
RADIO EMISSION FROM THE PLANETS, P lane tary  and Space 
Science, Vol. 11, 1963, pp. 221-259. 
P r e s e n t  knowledge of planetary radio emiss ion  is reviewed. 
In the case  of M a r s  and Saturn, s imple heating of the planet by 
so la r  radiation can explain the observed radio emission. 
Mercury ,  an  internal  source of heat  ( radioact ive heating) has  
been suggested, while f o r  Venus there  a r e  a var ie ty  of theor ies  
in  which the energy der ives  indirectly f rom radiat ion o r  
F o r  
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corpuscular  bombardment f r o m  the Sun. In the case  of Jupi ter ,  
the excess  microwave emiss ion  is a lmost  cer ta inly synchrotron 
emiss ion  f rom relat ivis t ic  e lectrons in a radiation belt of 
magnetically trapped par t ic les .  
radiation f r o m  Jupi ter  may be associated with "dumping" of 
par t ic les  f rom the radiation belt. 
a r e  indicated. 
The decametr ic  bu r s t s  of 
Major a r e a s  for  future  work 
137. Roth, G. M. and Shaw, H. S. ,  
THE FEASIBILITY O F  A VEHICLE USING ATMOSPHERIC 
BRAKING TO LAND ON THE PLANET MERCURY, Amer ican  
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronaut ics ,  Annual Meeting, 
2nd, San Franc isco ,  California,  26 -29 July 1965, Pape r  65 -494, 
A65 -29684. 
Postulation of a tmospheres  based on Kozyrev 's  observat ions 
of a possible hydrogen-rich composition to investigate the 
feasibil i ty of using a tmospher ic  braking to  land a payload on 
Mercury  is  discussed.  
a tmosphere  composed of such heavy iner t  gases  as krypton and 
argon,  which, until recently,  were  believed to  compr i se  the 
planet 's  a tmosphere.  
a high-drag lander configuration such a s  a Langley Rcsea rch  
Center  Tension Shell entering the hydrogen a tmosphere  can  
achieve impact velocity values of approximately one -half the 
ini t ia l  entry velocity for  a low W/CDA ( -  1 to  3 psf) and en t ry  
pa th  angles  y e =  -60 degrees .  
this  a tmospher ic  braking in a grazing t r a j ec to ry  coupled with 
a re tardat ion sys tem,  the descent  velocity can  be reduced 
sufficiently to  allow safe impact  of a n  ins t rument  payload. 
The a tmospheres  a r e  compared to  a n  
Entry t ra jec tory  analysis  indicates that 
It is fur ther  shown that by using 
138. Rubashev, B. M . ,  
TRACES OF AN ATMOSPHERE ON MERCURY 
na Merkuri i ) ,  Privoda, Moscow, Vol. 40, No. 11, 1951, 
(Sledy Atmosfery 
pp. 47 -48. 
The physical conditions on Mercury  preventing the exis tence 
of an  a tmosphere  a r e  stated, the application of the polar imet r ic  
method f o r  studying planetary a tmosphe res  is descr ibed ,  and the 
investigations of A. Dollfus which indicate the exis tence of t r a c e s  
of a n  a tmosphere  on Mercury a r e  d i scussed  in  detail .  
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139. Sagan, C. and Kellogg, W. W . ,  . 
THE TERRESTRIAL PLANETS, Annual Review of Astronomy 
and Astrophysics,  1963, pp. 235 -266, A63 -24346. 
This  paper i s  a review of r e s e a r c h  concerning Mars ,  Venus, 
Discussed a r e  observations and interpretat ions of and Mercury.  
the physical environments of these planets.  
instrumentation and the experimental  objectives of the U. S. 
Venus probe Mar iner  (1962 Alpha Rho 1)  and the Soviet probe 
M a r s  1 (1963 Beta Nu 3). 
Tabulated a r e  the 
140. Salisbury,  J. W . ,  
PLANETARY ENVIRONMENTS, Ai r  F o r c e  Surveys in 
Geophysics, No. 139, January 1962, pp. 12’7-161. 
The best  available knowledge of the planetary of our  
universe  is reviewed. F o r  Mars  and Venus, the author 
desc r ibes  the composition of the a tmosphere ,  the p r e s s u r e  
distribution and the a tmo  spheric circulation, the a tmospher ic  
t empera tu re  distribution, its ver t ical ,  d iurnal  and seasonal  
variation, the magnetic field: sur face  fea tures ,  and satel l i tes .  
S imi la r  information insofar a s  it i s  available i s  given a l so  fo r  
Mercury ,  the as te ro ids ,  Jupi ter ,  Saturn,  Uranus,  and Neptune. 
Data on the var ious charac te r i s t ics  a r e  presented in  tables 
and graphs.  
141. Salomonovich, A. E. ,  
OBSERVATIONS OF RADIO EMISSION FROM THE PLANETS 
MERCURY, MARS, AND SATURN AT WAVELENGTH OF 8 
MM, U. S. National Bureau of Standards,  Journa l  of Resea rch  
Section D, Radio Science, Vol. 69, No. 12, December 1965, 
p. 1576. 
This  paper summar izes  and desc r ibes  briefly the main 
r e su l t s  for  each planet. 
published elsewhere.  
f o r  Mercury  (night and daytime) as  a function of planetocentric 
phase angle + a r e  shown in  curves.  
A more  complete discussion will be 
The observed blackbody t empera tu res  
142. Sandner,  W . ,  
THE PLANET MERCURY, London, F a b e r  and F a b e r ,  1963. 
Not abstracted.  
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143. Scott, J. C. W . ,  
THE GRAVITOKINETIC FIELD AND THE ORBIT O F  MERCURY, 
Canadian Journal of Physics ,  Vol. 44, May 1966, pp. 1147-1156, 
A63-31011. 
A new Lorentz  -invariant gravitational field theory i s  
introduced according to which space- t ime i s  always flat .  
gravitational field i s  of Maxwellian f o r m  with potential and 
kinetic components analogous to the e lec t r ic  and magnetic com - 
ponents of the electromagnet ic  field. 
named scaled t enso r s  a r e  developed. 
force  i s  represented  by an unscaled tensor ,  the gravitational 
fo rce  i s  p roper ly  descr ibed by a scaled tensor .  
of the orbit  of the planet Mercury establ ishes  the sca l e  of the 
gravitational force  a s  -5. Since the force  on a body i s  found to  
be proportional to i t s  total m a s s ,  the null resu l t s  of Eotvos and 
Dicke a r e  confirmed. However, the theory r equ i r e s  that the 
force  depends on velocity s o  that new very sma l l  effects analogous 
to e lectremagnet ic  phenomena a r e  predicted.  
paper ,  "Photons in the Gravitational Field,  '' the gravitational 
red  shift and the gravitational deflection of a light ray  a r e  
d educ e d c or  r e c t ly . 
The 
New mathematical  enti t ies 
While the electromagnet ic  
The p recess ion  
In a following 
144. Sekera,  Z . ,  
DISTRIBUTION OF LIGHT INTENSITY AND POLARIZATION 
OVER THE OBSERVED PLANETARY DISK, Journal  of 
Geophysical Resea rch ,  Vol. 67,  1962, p. 1656. 
The finite disk of a planet surrounded by a molecular  
a tmosphere of a given m a s s ,  observed a t  a dis tance,  will show 
a continuous distribution of br ightness  and polarization which 
var ies  with the planetary phase. These  dis t r ibut ions have been 
approximated on the bas i s  of the diffuse reflection on a plane- 
paral le l  a tmosphere  of finite optical  thickness ,  full consideration 
being given to a l l  o r d e r s  of sca t te r ing  and polarizations.  The 
resu l t s  a r e  presented in the f o r m  of isophots and contours  of 
equal polarization indicating the plane of polarization, under  
different planetary phases ,  optical  th icknesses ,  and sur face  
Lamber t  reflections.  
means of narrowband photometry and polar imet ry  of planets 
f rom a fly-by probe a r e  a l so  d iscussed .  
Applications of this type of analysis  by 
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145. Sharanov, V. V . ,  
DUST COVERS ON THE SURFACE O F  PLANETS AND 
SAT ELLIT ES, Amsterdam,  North -Holland Publishing Co. 
and New York, Interscience Publ ishers ,  1964, pp. 171 -177, 
Life Sciences and Space Research  11; International Space 
Science Symposium, 4th, Wdrsaw, Poland, 3-12 June 1963, 
A64-24957. 
Consideration of the problem of the exis tence of extensive 
dust  covers  on the Moon, Mars ,  and other  planets is discussed. 
I t  i s  stated that, a s  i s  generally known, photometric observat ions 
of the moon give a reflectivity diagram that is sharply elongated 
towards the sun. 
a diagram, the existence of an  extensive dust cover  on the moon 
is said to be unlikely. The hypothesis i s  expressed  that the 
lunar  sur face  throughout consis ts  not of dust, but of a slag-like 
mater ia l ,  a s  recent ly  confirmed f r o m  the analysis  of radio-  
as t ronomica l  observations. The sur face  of Mercury  should 
r e semble  that of the moon; therefore ,  t he re  is no reason  to 
suppose that there  a r e  dust covers  on i t .  As to Mars ,  i t  is 
noted that photometric data indicate that the reflectivity is 
near ly  orthotropic.  The orange o r  reddish dust  m i s t  or  fog 
observed in the planet 's  a tmosphere i s  said to  war ran t  the 
supposition that the sur face  of the planet i s  mostly covered 
with dus t  which, on account of its color ,  cons is t s  in  all 
probability of powdery limonite o r  ochre.  
r ema ins  uncemented is said to be a resu l t  of the lack of 
mois ture .  
Since a powdery ma te r i a l  cannot posses  such 
That this  ma te r i a l  
146. Smith, A. G. and C a r r ,  T.  D . ,  
RADIO EXPLORATION OF THE PLANETARY SYSTEM, 
Princeton,  Van Norstrand,  1964. 
Not abstracted.  
147. Smithsonian Astrophysical  Observatory,  Cambridge, Massachuset ts ,  
THE ROTATION OF THE PLANET MERCURY by G. Colombo 
and I. I. Shapiro,  15 November 1965, Grant  NSG-87-60, 
NASA-CR-68703; SA0  Special Repor t  - 188-R, N66-13573. 
Reliable r a d a r  observations and some  of the generally 
unrel iable  optical observations of Mercury  a r e  shown to be 
consis tent  with i ts  rotating in a d i rec t  fashion with a period 
j u s t  two-thirds  of i t s  orbi ta l  period. This  possibil i ty may 
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be understood a s  a consequence of the combined so la r  torques 
exer ted  on t idal  deformations and on a permanent  a s y m m e t r y  
in  Mercury ' s  equator ia l  plane, as  suggested by Colombo. A 
s imple  model  i l lustrat ing chis superharmonic resonance  
phenomenon is cieveloped in some  detail; s e v e r a l  a l ternat ive 
paths by which Mercury  could hLve reached its p re sen t  s ta te  
of motion a re  discussed briefly. 
148. Soter ,  S. L. , 
MERCURY - INFRARED EVIDENCE FOR NONSY NCHRONOUS 
ROTATION, Science, Vol. 153, 2 September  1966, pp. 1112- 
11 13, A66 -40305. 
Review of in f ra red  observat ion of Mercury  as  evidence 
of i t s  nonsynchronous rotation is discussed.  
ments ,  i f  taken at face value, would imply a br ightness  t e m -  
pe ra tu re  of about 180" K for  the d a r k  side,  although this  
value will undoubtedly be rev ised  downward as  fu r the r  in f ra red  
observations a r e  reported.  
whole disk of the planet i s  marked lyasymmet r i ca l .  
es t imated that Mercury , when wes t  of the Sun, rad ia tes  20 
degrees  m o r e  energy than when e a s t  of the Sun. 
r i ca l  phase curve  may perhaps  be explained in t e r m s  of the 
d i rec t  rotation of Mercury  because the da rk  portion of the 
planet observed in western phases  h a s  recent ly  rotated out 
of sunlight and is  w a r m e r  than the corresponding; d a r k  portion 
in e a s t e r n  phases .  
Ear ly  m e a s u r e -  
The t h e r m a l  energy c a r v e  fo r  the 
It was  
A n  a s y m m e t -  
149. Speed, R .  C . ,  Conel, J. E . ,  Kovack, R. L . ,  a n i  Loorriis, A. A . ,  
GEOLOGICAL EXPLORATION O F  T H E  MOON AND PLANETS: 
LUNAR AND PLANETARY SCIENCES IN SPAC,E EXPLORATION, 
1962,  NASA-SP-14, pp. 63-85.  
A 1962 s ta te -of - the-ar t  paper  concern ing , the  l i thospheres  
of the Moon, Venus, Mars ,  and Mercury  i s  d-'.scussed. P r e s e n t  
knowledge is summar ized  and a d iscuss ion  05 c u r r e n t  t heo re t -  
ical  models of the planets is presented.  A r e a s  i n  which future  
r e s e a r c h  should be d i rec ted  a r e  outlined. 
150. Spinrad, H . ,  Field,  G. B . ,  and Hodge, P. W., 
SPECTROSCOPIC OBSERVATIONS O F  MERCURY, Ast rophys ica l  
Journal,  Vol. 141, 1 Apr i l  1965, pp. 1155-1160, A65-25226. 
This  paper  i s  a review of evidence f o r  a Mercur i an  a t m o -  
sphere.  New high-dispers ion spectra of the planet Mercury  
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i n  the near - inf ra red  make it possible to place upper l imi t s  on 
the abundances of C02 (< 57 rheter -a tmospheres) ,  0 2  (<  1 m e t e r  - 
a tmosphere) ,  and H2O (< 30p precipitable).  The strength of 
the 1. 6 - p  absorption band of C 0 2  found by Moroz can be 
explained only if  Mercury  possesses  a considerable a tmosphere  
(Ps > 3 .  3 mil l ibars )  which can  p res su re -b roaden  that band. 
While this  lower l imit  and the obtained upper l imit  a r e  
marginal ly  compatible with a pure C02 a tmosphere  of about 
4-mil l ibar  sur face  p re s su re ,  such a n  a tmosphere  would be 
accompanied by a Rayleigh scat ter ing which would lead to  a 
polarization six t imes  l a r g e r  than the amount detected by 
Dollfus. Admixture of other constituents would be consistent. 
with both spectroscopic observations,  and argon in par t icu lar  
would give the smal les t  discrepancy with Dollfus' polarization 
observat ions.  
obtained to  the requirements  of the theory which a t t r ibu tes  
sur face  fea tures  to  meteori t ic  e ros ion  a r e  discussed.  
considered possible that the tenuous a tmosphere  of Mercury  
may be t ime -variable.  
The relationship of the p r e s s u r e  es t imates  
It i s  
151. Spinrad, H. and Hodge, P. W . ,  
AN EXPLANATION OF KOZYREV'S HYDROGEN EMISSION 
LINES IN THE SPECTRUM OF MERCURY, Icarus ,  Vol. 4, 
Apr i l  1965, pp. 105-108, A65-23491. 
This  paper is an  examination of data obtained f rom s e v e r a l  
high-resolution near  IR spec t rograms of Mercury  taken through 
the 120-inch coude' of the Lick observatory.  
possible  to  place quantitative upper l imi t s  on possible gaseous 
consti tuents of the Mercur ian  atmosphere.  
t rac ing  i s  presented which was made of the spectrum. 
IR Ca  I1 line 18542 i s  shown, and Couble absorpt ion peaks a r e  
c l ea r .  
spec t rum were  not real ized,  the hump between the two a b s o r p -  
t ion l ines might well suggest an emiss ion  co re  feature ,  and 
therefore  this spurious co re  "emission" between the two 
absorpt ion components of all s t rong Fraunhofer  l ines may be  
the sou rce  of Kozyrev ' s  claim of an accre ted  atomic hydrogen 
a t m o  s phe re .  
It was found 
A microphotometer  
A s t rong  
If the significance of a sky component to the Mercury  
152. Stephenson, C. B . ,  
MERCURY IN AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER 1949, Strol l ing 
Ast ronomer ,  Vol. 4, 1950, pp. 4-7. 
Not abstracted.  
7 3  
153. Stolley, J., 
MERCURY SEEN AT DUSK, Science News Le t t e r ,  Vol. 71, 
2 3  March 1957, pp. 186-187. 
Not abstracted.  
154. Stolley,  J., 
MERCURY VISIBLE BRIEFLY, Science News Le t t e r ,  Vol. 67, 
23  Apr i l  1955, pp. 266-267. 
Not abs t rac ted .  
155. Suess ,  H. E . ,  
THERMODYNAMIC DATA ON THE FORMATION O F  SOLID 
CARBON AND ORGANIC COMPOUNDS IN PRIMITIVE 
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERE, Journal  of G e oph y s i c a 1 R e s ea r c h , 
Vol. 67 ,  1962, p. 1659. 
Atmospheres  of t e r r e s t r i a l  planets lose  the hydrogen 
originally present  and produced by photolysis of CH4, NH,, and 
HLO. 
pass  through a phase during which elementary carbon and 
var ious organic compounds a r e  ther~l- iodyna~i~icdl ly  stable.  
Numerical  calculation of the equilibrium concentrations o f  
Hz, CH4, CO, CO2, and HzO a s  a function of total  H is difficult, 
but it has  been c a r r i e d  out for  var ious t empera tu res ,  p r e s s u r e s ,  
and oxygen/carbon rat ios .  
a tu re s  below 500" K, and in  c a s e  of a n  oxygen/carbon ra t io  of 
t h ree  ( o r  l e s s ) ,  a range of total  H will exis t  a t  which e lementary  
carbon is t ~ ~ e r ~ i o d y n a m i c a l l y  stable.  
the sur face  rocks of  Venus contain much mort e lementary  
carLon than those of the Ear th .  
of l a rge  amounts of COZ in the absence of o,:ygen on V e n u s .  
With increasingly oxidizing conditions the gases  may 
The r e su l t s  show that a t  t e m p e r -  
It s e e m s  possible  that 
This  w o u l d  explain the p re scnce  
156. Suvorov, N. D. ,  
D i e  Entstehung des  Planeten des  Sonnensystems: 
ORIGIN OF THE PLANETS O F  T€IE SOLAR SYSTEM, 
Naturwiessenchafteg,  Vol.  48, No. 7, 1961, p. 214. 
T H E  
The planets originated between s p e c t r a l  type s t ages  g F  
and d F  of the sun ' s  evolution, when t h e  sun increased  abruptly 
in m a s s  and dec reased  in  clensity and angular  momentuni,  with 
concomitant d ra s t i c  inc r e a  s e i n  gravi ta t ional  acce lera t ion  a t  
its sur face  and d e c r e a s e  in  centr i fugal  force .  Probably the 
74 
flashing of a nova announces the formation of planets. 
ages  of the members  of the solar sys tem a r e  tabulated a s  
follows: 
Uranus 2. 03,  Neptune 2. 02 ,  Pluto 2. 01, as te ro ids  1. 95, 
M a r s  1.94, Ear th  1.91, Venus 1.90, and Mercury  1. 88. 
The 
( i n  lo9 year ) :  Sun 4. 67, Jupi te r  2. 05, Saturn 2. 04, 
157. Urey, H. C . ,  
THE ATMOSPHERES OF THE PLANETS, Encyclopedia of 
Physics ,  Vol. 111, Astrophysics,  111, The Solar Systems,  
Berlin,  Springer-Verleg,  1959, pp. 363-418. 
Not abstracted.  
158. Urey. H. C . ,  
THE PLANETS, THEIR ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT, 
New Haven, Yale University P r e s s ,  1952. 
Not abstracted.  
159. Van Tasse l ,  R. A. and Salisbury, J. W . ,  
PLANETARY ENVIRONMENTS, Handbook of Geophysics and 
Space Environment, 1965, N56-10996, 10976 02-13. 
Brief descr ipt ions and tabulated data a r e  presented on 
the environments of Mercury,  Jupiter,  Saturn, IJranus, 
Neptune, and Pluto. More detailed information i s  presented 
f o r  Venus and M a r s  and includes discussions on their  a tmo-  
sphe res ,  t he rma l  environments,  magnetic fields,  surface 
f ea tu res ,  satel l i tes ,  and other tabulated data. 
160. Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, California,  
SOME ASPECTS O F  THE SURVEY O F  THE MAGNETIC FIELD 
OF THE MOON AND THE PLANETS by H. H. Vestine, 
December  19 62, RM -3 140 -NASA. 
A pre l iminary  plan fo r  magnetic surveys  of other planets 
and  the magnetic instrumentation to  be employed i s  descr ibed.  
It i s  concluded that an  impacting probe car ry ing  available 
ins t ruments  together with one o r  a sma l l  number of magnetic 
observa tor ies  on the surface of the planet would be adequate 
f o r  most  scientific purposes.  
of a number of planets and satell i tes a r e  estimated. 
The s teady-state  magnetic f ie lds  
75 
161. Vetterlein,  J. C . ,  
THE PHASE O F  MERCURY, Journal  of the Br i t i sh  Astronomical  
Association, Vol. 71, 1961, pp. 156-157. 
The obse rve r  found the phase of Mercury  to be l e s s  than 
that extrapolated in  the Ephemer is .  
162. Wahnl, M . ,  
THE INNER PLANETS, MERCURY AND VENUS, Astron. 
Mitt. Urania - Sternwarte ,  Vienna, Vol.  4, 1961, pp. 30-38. 
Not abs t rac ted .  
163. Walker, J. C. C . ,  
THE 'THERMAL BUDGET O F  THE PLANET MERCURY, 
Astrophysical  Journal,  Vol. 133, January 1961, pp. 274-280. 
Assuming that the in te r ior  of Mercury  is in t h e r m a l  s teady 
s ta te ,  that the specific r a t e  of radioactive heat production in  
the planet i s  equal to  that in chrondri t ic  me teo r i t e s ,  that  the 
the rma l  conductivity equals 1. 33 c a l  deg-' min-' and that the 
Mercury  day equals the Mercury  yea r ,  the sur face  t empera tu res  
on Mercury  range f r o m  621°K at  the sub-so lar  point t u  28" E; 
a t  the an t i - so la r  point. 
insensit ive to changes in conductivity and r a t e  of heat production. 
Thcse t empera tu res  a r e  relatively 
164. Watts, C. B. and Adams,  A. N., 
RESULTS OF OBSERVATIONS MADE WITH THE SIX-INCH 
TRANSIT CIRCLE 1925 -1941. OBSERVATIONS O F  THE 
SUN,  MOON, AND PLANETS. Publications o f a e  U. S .  
Naval Okzervatory ( Z ) ,  Vol. 16, Par t  1 ,  1949, pp. 1-55, 
138-153. 
Not abs t rac ted  . 
165. Watts, C .  €3. , Scott, F. P., and Adams ,  A. N. , 
RESULTS OF OBSERVATIONS MADE WITH THE SIX-INCH 
TRANSIT CIRCLE 1941 -1949. OBSERVATIONS O F  THE 
SUN, Publications of the U .  S. Naval Observa tory ,  Vol. 16, 
P a r t  111, 1952, pp. 365-445. 
Not abs t rzc ted .  
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166. Wegner, G. A. , 
AN AMATEUR'S PORTRAIT OF MERCURY , Sky znd Telescope, 
Vol. 23, June 1962, pp. 333-334. 
A m a p  of Mercury i s  presented, together with seve ra l  
The author notes that lunar  markings tend to be sketches.  
c i r cu la r ,  while those of Mercury may be l e s s  mountainous than 
the Moon i n  view of the apparent smoothness  of the terminator .  
167. Welch, W. J. and Thornton, D. D . ,  
RECENT PLANETARY OBSERVATlONS AT WAVELENGTHS 
NEAR 1 CENTIMETER, Astronomical Journal ,  Vol. 70, 
No. 2, 1965, pp. 149-150. 
Not abstracted.  
168. Whipple, F. L. , 
EARTH, MOON, AND PLANETS, New Y ork ,  Grosse t  & Dunlap, 
1958. 
Not abstracted.  
169. Wood, H. ,  
OBSERVATION O F  SYDNEY OBSERVATORY OF THE TRAN- 
SIT OF MERCURY 1957, May 5-6, Observatory,  Vol. 77, 
1957, p. 149. 
Not abstracted.  
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